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Expo raises disability awareness at GV
Ar,

Demonstrations educate
audience members on
students with disabilities
By Erik Westiund

GVL Stuff Writer

i
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Raising their yokes: Three Men and a Tenor performs m GVSU's Fieklhouse Arena Friday after the
Awareness Expo as a part of Family Weekend This was the expo's first year at the university

Grand Valley State University students
had the opportunity to leant about students
with disabilities on campus and the
resources av ailable to them on Friday at the
Awareness Expo: A New Perspective.
The event was put on by the Organization
for the Advancement of Disabled Students
and featured 18 demonstrations from
local companies and GVSU organizations
that help students with disabilities take
advantage of the same opportunities offered
to other students.
“We want to show that people with

disabilities are just like everybody else."
said Miranda Pelikan, co-chair of the
event. “We may do some things a little bit
different, or in a different way. but we are
still able to accomplish the same goals.**
Visitors saw demonstrations of vehicles
adapted for disabled people, technology
programs available to students through
Disability Support Services and special
exercise programs offered by Campus
Recreation Other events included a course
in teaching sign language and a free
concert with an interpreter for the hearing
impaired.
Pat Okit, vice president for Planning
and Equity, said the event was a wonderful
example of educating others.
“In order to provide the richest learning
environment and the most meaningful
preparation for life, we recognize the
importance of a diverse, inclusive learning
community." she said.

Gary Goosman, who also co-chaired
the event, said GVSU's administration has
learned how to better provide to disabled
students as a result of the expo.
“There has never been an interpreter
for a concert here on campus before, and I
think now Student Life has realized this is
something that should always be available.”
he said “(The university) is learning from
events like this one.”
Many
individuals
and
student
organizations, including Student Senate
and the Black Student Union, volunteered
to help.
“This is an organization that doesn't
get a lot of attention, but they have a very
worthy cause that deserves support” said
Greg Kehr. a member of Student Senate's
Intercultural Affairs Committee. “That’s
why I thought it was imperative that we get
See Awareness, A2
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Helping hands: A first grade member of
a Brownie troop from Explorer Elementary
School in Kentwood participates m isn't
it Grand Lending a Hand?, a city-wide
dean-up of areas near the Grand River shore
More than 300 people helped m the Grand
Rapids based project

Overflow of
volunteers
help to clean
Grand River
By Michelle Hamilton

GVlI Haley Oenimor*

Making a statement: GVSU students silently march through the Allendale Campus to support survivors of sexual assault as part of Take Back The Night on Thursday

Take Back the Night
informs the GVSU
community on effects of
$exual assault
By Angela Harris
.

GVl. Ixikcr Ijft Fditor

The shuffling of feet was all that could
be heard as more than 200 survivor* of
sexual assault and (heir supporters marched
through campus Thursday night.
In the darkness, they earned signs
reading 'The night is mine.” “1 in 4 is too
many'' and “The night hekmgs to us."
As part of the third annual Take Back the

Night, the Grand Valley State University
community heard two student survivors’
stones and keynote speakers before
traveling around the Allendale Campus.
“It was very amazing," said Courtney
Koen. event coordinator. "It was amazing
for the survivors to tell their stones.”
Jes Bemdt. co-adviser of Eyes Wide
Open, the group hosting the event, said she
was proud of the candid speech given by
the survivors.
"I was honored that the survivors shared
their stones with me and the rest of the
community.'' Bemdt said. ‘To share a rape
story is scary, and it is like giving yourself
to another person... It took extreme bravery
to stare down at their friends and share their
stones so ekiquently "

GVSU freshman Jenny Hubbard said
the event gave good examples of how
sexual assault can be found anywhere.
"It was powerful heanng them be
emotional, see them cry and see the true
emotions of the situation." Hubbard said.
Fclkiw freshman Molly Carroll agreed
it was good to hear from students, making
it easier to relate to them since the incidents
happened recently, she said.
"It was good to hear from them because
they are actual students who we go to
school with, and (they) interact with the
same people we interact with.” Carroll
said.
In addition to the survivor stones, guest
speaker* Kelly Addington and Rebecca
Tieder shared their personal stories and

GVL Staff Whirr

advice on how to help survivors.
“Life is best lived without fear but w ith
aw areness.” Addington said.
Addington shared her personal story of
being raped and impregnated by a man she
w as dating
"One in 15 of those sexually assaulted
contract an STD or become pregnant.” she
said.
Additionally, a study done by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
last year staled 32.000 pregnancies were
the result of rape, she added.
One in three women and one in 10 men
are sexually assaulted in their lifetime.
Tieder said.
Junior Beth Jenkins said this pregnancy

One group of volunteers hauled
about 50 tires from the cleanup siae onto
the road. The police were called when a
boy scout volunteer found a gun.
More than 300 people spent Saturday
morning picking up trash along the
banks of the Grand River as part of the
thud annual Grand River Cleanup
After hours of work. Shawn Wessell.
a representative from the Western
Michigan
Environmental
Action
Council, announced that volunteers had
bagged nearly twice as much garbage as
the year before.
Wessell said although it was
important that the program cleaned

See Support, A2

See Clean up, A2

Survivor turns experience into strength
GVSU student reflects
$n being raped to raise
awareness, help others
By Jenna Cartesso

GVL Fditor in Chief
She's not a teacher, hut she gets out
of bed many days to educate others. Her
lesson is laced with struggles and survival.
More than a year after being raped,
junior Rachael Williams has only recently
accepted what happened to her — and
wants others to know they are not akmc

“I'm starling to live again, not just
survive." she said 'Tve been in survival
mode for a king tunc."
Last fall. Williams was an active 19year-oid with a laundry list of goals and
morals One of her top priorities w as saving
sex for marriage, she said.
Not an avid drinker, she was persuaded
to attend a party on a late October evening
“I wanted to have fun that night,
and I was in the comfort of friends." she
explained
Heavily intoxicated, she could hardly
keep her eyes i^ien at about I am.,
prompting her to accept an offer from a

trusted male friend.
“He said he’d take me upstairs." she
added. "I thought, why not? He’s going to
take care of me "
Inside the room. Williams turned on the
television and passed out When she woke,
her friend was tut top of her
"He was making out with me.” she said.
“1 told him I was uncomfortable with it,
but he didn't move. I realized then I was
in trouble."
After struggling to free herself. Williams
blacked out on her attacker. She woke up
three hours later in the same bed — naked
and akme

"I didn’t know what happened, but I
knew the worst of it.” she said T knew we
had sex."
Williams spent the next two months
silencing the issue in an attempt to justify
what she endured. Simple things, such
as gening out of bed and going to class,
became challenges, she said. Because she
chose to dnnk that night. Williams Mamed
herself.
“You don’t ever think of your friends
turning on you that way." she said. "In my
head. I was just hoping I’d live through it"
She found peace in later sharing the

Tnnthom
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Awareness
continued from page A1

involved in this"
Turn C. Bender of BSU said he
was proud his group came out to
supput the event.
‘That's what we are all about —
breaking down homers," he saal
Pelikan said problems with

Support
continued from page A1

statist*, was shirking since it is
something not many pestle think
about.
"One in lour women (m college)
are raped,” Jenkins said "A kit nuae
do not come out and (report it ).'*
Tidier and Addington also
explained what rape and sexual
assault arc and how to help
survivors
In their candid presentation, they

Survivor
continued from page A1

story with a friend, she said It
was then she acknowledged the
attacker was wiring, and it was not
her fault
”1 knew I had to stop being
angry." she added. “I was angry for
a year, and it's exhausting I really
wanted to focus on healing."
The healing process began w hen
she joined Eyes Wide Open, a sexual

accessibility to other events an
campus were a motivating factor
m putting on an expo of this
magnitude
"We said, 'Why don't we put
on this event and show everybody
how it's dime so they can knk at our
event and transfer those ideas to their
events?’" she said.
As part of Family Weekend, this is

the first year the expo came loGVSU.
The event, held in the main lobby of
the Fieldhousc. was followed by a
concen in the RekJhouse Arena by
Throe Men and a Tenor.
Goosman said he hoped the event
helped raise awareness about students
with a variety of disabilities.
"Rropfe with disabilities don't
just use w heekhairs." he said.

urged students to get involved with
the issue by joining a rotated student
organization or simply watching
out fur each other, since one m four
women are sexually assaulted m
college, and students ages 16 to 25
are three times rrxwr likely to be
assaulted.
“I’d be lying if I didn't say you
arc all at ask for sexual assault."
Tieder said.
Suicc dale rape drugs are
becoming more prevalent and
dangerous. Tieder said prevention

includes keeping a close eye on
dnnks w hen going uuL
Students should also take the
conversation about who will be the
designated driver "to the next level"
by discussing that person's intentions
for the night, she added
Both
presenters
stressed
supplying and believing the stones
of those who have been assaulted.
They said friends should remind
survivors that it is nut their faults.
“Be safe." Addington said. "If
you don’t say no. who will?’

assault education group that provides
suppixt fur survivors at Grand Valley
Stale University.
On Thursday, she told her tale
to move than 250 attentive listeners
at Take Back the Night, an event
raising awareness for violence and
assault
"Education is really the only way
sexual assault will stop.” she said. "I
owed it to myself, and I owed it to all
the other girls like me ”

After months of living in
depression and fear. Williams said
she has found clarity in her life She
wakes each day with a goal to help
others who do not know how to help
themselves.
"This gave me strength to do
things on my own." she said. "I’ve
learned to make a negative situation
into something positive. I think about
what I have to do today, and what I
can do to make that better. "

Double your protocti

A Lake Michigan
Drive car accident
leaves one driver in
the hospital, backs
up traffic

Traffic between North Campus
Dnve and 48th Avenue was
condensed into one lane for several
hours Thursday following a vehicle
collision on Lake Michigan Drive.
At about 6 p.m.. the driver of
a Plymouth Grand Voyager was
taken to Grand Rapids' St. Mary's
Hospital with minor injuries
after the vehicle was struck by
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Front damage A Chevrolet Avalanche gets pulled onto the bed of» tow truck on Thursday The vehicle collided with another
car at about 6pm Thursday on Lake Michigan Drive The accident backed up traffic past the North Campus Drive traffic light
Inset: A Plymouth Grand Voyager was another vehicle involved in the accident

By Jennifer Hoewe
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Clean up
continued from page A1

24 HOUR TOWING
ACCIDENTSBREAK DOWNSFLAT BEDJUMP STARTS TIRE CHANGES-L0CK0UTS-

0-199 LAKE MICHIGAN DR.
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49534

(616) 453-447
WWW. MARZC0L L IS I ON. COM

C0LLISI0N REPAIR

Check your vehicle's repair progress

24/7 with Auto Watch

INSURANCE W0RKDUPONT PAINT W/LIFETIME WARR UNIBODY/FRAME REPAIR'WOLF” DIGITAL MEASURING SYSTALL MAKES AND M0DELSLIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY-

Discounts available for GVSU students
and faculty. Call for details

up so much trash, the increased
amount of garbage meant more
was unnecessarily deposited
near the river this year.
Grand Rapids Mayor George
Heart well's riverbank cleanup
program. Isn't it Grand ...
Lending a Hand?, was hosted
this year by the Grand Rapids
Young Professionals and the
West Michigan Environmental
Action Council.
The Student Environmental
Coalition from Grand Valley
State University learned about
the program through Shawn
Lewis, a group member who
interns with WMEAC, Lewis
said.
Meagan
O’Connor. SEC
president, said the studentbased
organization
decided
to participate in the cleanup
program because “it’s cool
to be able to give back to the
downtown
campus,"
since
most of the SEC’s time is spent
focusing on GVSU's Allendale
Campus.
College volunteer groups
also came from Calvin and
Aquinas
colleges.
Other
volunteers included Boy Scout
Troupe 304 from Comstock
Park, local families, girl scouts
from
Explorer
Elementary
School in Kentwood. Mich, and
Heart well.
To help keep the event running
smoothly. Andy Rent and Chuck
LaTour. morning radio show

NOW LEASING for 2007!

a Chevrolet Avalanche near the
entrance of Knollwood Estates at
the comer of Lake Michigan Drive
and KistJer Drive in Allendale
Impact to the driver's side of the
vehicle caused the Grand Voyager s
driver- and passenger-side air bags
to deploy The Avalanche endured
severe hunt end damage.
Grand Rapids native Damon
Hinzman. driver of the Avalanche,
said he was turning oft Lake
Michigan Drive into the housing
complex when the accident
occurred.
"I didn't see the van." he said.
"We just collided."
The Grand Voyager driver’s
name was not released.
Lt.
Dave
Thurkettle
of
the Allendale Township Fire

Department said Hinzman's vehicle
caused the accident while making a
median U-tum, or Michigan left,
onto westbound Lake Michigan
Drive.
“The driver didn't yield to the
nght of way when aiming out of
the turnaround." Thurkettle said.
The accident was a result of
driver negligence, he added
Neither vehicle was canying
passengers
As officers from the Ottawa
County
Sheriff's
Department
directed the traffic backup, tow
trucks from John’s Towing Service
and Hansen Collision of Allendale
arrived at the scene to remove the
damaged vehicles and help clear
the road of shattered glass that
covered both lanes.

hosts for WTRV’s The River, set
up a tent in Grand Rapids' Sixth
Street Park and handled most of
the announcements. Rent and
LaTour broadcast information
about the Grand River Cleanup
during their daily time on the
air.
“We had people call in just
to say if they might be coming
today." Rent said. “I really hope
they all show up. (Between) 150
and 200 people called in.”
Fifteen minutes after the
event’s check-in process started
at the park, the nearest parking lot
had already reached capacity.
Four school buses distributed
about 220 volunteers at 16 drop
off points along the Grand River.
The buses were packed, causing
many people to stand in the aisle
or squeeze three people into a
scat. About 80 more volunteers
drove their own vehicles.
The groups tilled bright
orange garbage bags from
10:30 a.m. until noon, finding
everything from a dishwasher

full of mud to an abandoned
fishing tackle box.
Due to the large amount of
volunteers, the supply of latex
gloves ran out. forcing Rent to
ask volunteers to turn one of
their gloves back into the check
in table.
"It doesn’t matter if it’s your
right or your left glove, we just
want everyone to have at least
one when we get started." he
said.
Volunteer Leslee Rohs said
she wished she would have
brought her canoe, pointing to
a layer of trash floating in the
river.
"There is probably more trash
out there than our whole group
collected." Rohs said.
After the buses returned the
groups to Sixth Street Park, the
volunteers were fed a pizza lunch
and thanked for their time.
said
WMEAC
Wessell
underestimated the number of
volunteers and ran out of the free
T-shirts being distributed.
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GV leaders
prepare to
lobby for
new library
funding
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News in Brief

Seminar to focus on personal
loss situations

Grand Valley Suae University
will hold a seminar for students
dealing with personal low. such
as death, relationship*, health and
careers, today hum 1 to 2:30 pm
in the Student Services Budding
mom 204
Living with Lou is an
opportunity for students to gather
and explore how they live with
any tragedies in their live*, as
well as the phikxuphic ideas
surrounding loss, according to a
pressrelease
To sign up. visit the Counseling
and C areer Development Center,
located at Student Services
Building mom 204. or call (616)
331-3266. For more information,
contact
Wayne
Kinzie
at
kinziew® gvsu.edu.

By Shawn Zalewski

GVL New* h'ditor

Muslim Students' Association
invites aN students to meetings

Each Tuesday and Thursday
the Muslim Students’ Association
will break its daily Ramadan fust
at 7:15 pm in the Kiikhof Center
(the mom changes regularly).
Musluas traditionally fast
during die month of Ramadan,
celebrated in the ninth lunar month
of the year, during the daylight
hours, which are from about 6:30
am to 7:30 p.m. currently in West
Michigan. Prayers, games and
faith-related discussion are icgvUr
functions of the gathemig.
The event is open to Muslim
and non-Muslim students, faculty
and staff .
The group will cixitinue
meeting until Oct IV when it will
break its fast in the Grand Valley
Stale University Alumni House.
For event kxatkin or more
information.
contact
MSA
President Kellen Parker van Dam
at kellenpurker® gmail.com.
SOC searches for new name,
offers cash prize

The Student Organization
Center supply station is kuking
for a new name The student with
the most imaginative name for the
supply station will receive a $50
gift certilicalc to the University
Bookstore.
Turn in all entries to the SOC
desk in the Kirkhof Center by 5
pm on Nov. 17.
For more infirmation e-mail
soc® gvsu.edu.

GVI A»hl»y Comstock
lust for laughs: Comedian Christian Finnegan, from VHI's “Best Week Ever performs on Wednesday night Finnegan also made an appearance on “Chappelle s Show"

VH1 comedian sparks laughter
Christian Finnegan gives
a comedic performance
to Spotlight Production’s
largest turnout this year
By Andrew Storm

GVL stuff Wrier
Hundreds of Grand Valley State University
students showed up to see stand-up comedian
Christian Finnegan, best known as a panelist on
VH1 ’s “Best Week Ever” and for his appearance
on “Chappelle’s Show."
Cries of laughter filled the Grand River
Room in the Kirkhof Center Wednesday night.
“This is a nice little room." Finnegan said
about the location of his performance. ”1 guess
they canceled the high school dance? It feels
less like a comedy show and more like a hip
Christian youth rally.”
Before showtime, a large line of guests spread
around the upper halcony of Kirkhof waiting
to get a seat at the event, which members of
Spotlight Productions said attracted the largest
turnout this year.
"I thought the turnout was stellar." said Ben
Hodges. Spotlight Productions comedy chair.
“The room was packed by the time the show

started.’’
Finnegan took the stage fix more than an
hour No topic was off limits, and he provided
a good deal of interaction with the audience
He later brought the sign language interpreter
into his act. trying to team a few questionable
phrases
Laughs erupted as Finnegan touched on topics
like Grand Rapids dance clubs, relationships
and Canada
“One of my favixite things to do in the
world is get really awful music stuck in people's
heads." Finnegan said. "It’s my own form of
terrorism that can ruin someone’s afternoon.”
He said told audience members to sneak
up behind someone and start singing lyrics
to Creed’s “With Arms Wide Open" or
Nickelhack's “Photograph."
Finnegan added there is nothing wrung w ith
owning compact discs by Creed, Nickelback or
the Black Eyed Peas. Those who do just should
not he allowed to vote, he said.
"In many states, if you’re convicted of a
felony you lose the right to vote.” Finnegan
said. “I think if you own a Ashley Simpson CD.
no vote fix you. I’ll take it one step further, you
have to introduce yourself to everyone in your
neightxxtxxxl like a pedophile.”
Growing up. Finnegan said he had many

run-ins with bully Mike Norton. He said he still
views the wixld as very stark — junkx high
jocks versus nerds
"I worry sometimes the wixld has begun to
look at Amencu as the school bully,” Finnegan
said. “It's not fair We get lumped in as the bully as
other countries get off scot-free — like Canada,
ix as I like to call them. America light.”
Finnegan asked why Canada gels all the
things America does without the bad reputation.
"Remember bock to your school bully." he
added. "He always had a friend cheering him
on. That’s Canada, nght behind us. encouraging
us."
After asking the audience what some
popular dance clubs in Grand Rapids were.
Finnegan provided his own interpretation of the
Intersection.
"That’s where a car hits you." he said. "It’s a
club where you have to dance in straight lines.
Green light means dance, yellow means dance
with caution."
GVSU junitx Ashley Stein said she found
Finnegan to he absolutely hilarious.
“Not only did I enjoy his realistic and easy
to relate to jokes. I loved how he was constantly
interacting with the audience,” she said.
Finnegun’s first stand-up CD "T\vo fix
Flinching" comes out Oct. 24.

Film to identify United States
corporations in Iraq

Directix Robert Greenwaid’s
documentary ’’Iraq for Sale; The
War Pmfiteers” will be shown in
the Loutit Lecture Hall, room 102
on Wednesday from 8 to 10 pm
The film takes a close look at
the soldiers, truck drivers, widows
and children who have been
changed by the profiteering of
reconstructing Iraq, according to a
pressrelease
Fur
mure
information,
contact Tom McCormack at
mccormat ® student. gvsu. edu

Alliance unites philanthropy departments
GV looks to join
Indiana, Arizona
State universities to
form philanthropy,
non-profit alliance
By Rachel Royer
GVL Stqff Writer

Filmmaker to speak at GVSU

Frank Christopher, executive
producer of the film senes
"Remaking American Medicine;
Health Care for the 21st Century,”
will speak at Grand Valley Stale
University on Tuesday at nun.
The kicatkvi of the speech is to be
determined
An advanced screening of
"Hand in Hand." the final episode
of the series, which will air on
PBS in late October, will begin at
7 pm in 123 Maiutou Hall
Fur mure tnbxmatxxi. contact
Frank Bonng at boringf®gvsu.
edu

Grand Valley State University
students may see a monumental
change in some programs as a
result of an alliance among the
philanthropic studies programs of
three rnajix universities.
GVSU’s Dorothy A. Johnson
Center fix Philanthropy ami
Nonprofit leadership hosted an
Arizona. Indiana and Michigan
Alliance meeting last Tuesday
through Thursday The AIM
Alliance is a blooming partnership
among GVSU’s Johnson Center.
Indiana University’s Center on
Philanthropy and Arizona State
University's Center for Nonprofit

..Lakeshore

Pregnancy
Center

Leadership and Management
The universities collabixated
Tuesday.
Wednesday
and
Thursday in hopes of creating
a partnership between the three
institutions and their philanthropy
programs Eugene Tempel. the
executive dircctix of the center on
philanthropy, represented Indiana.
Robert Ashcraft, the dircctix of the
center fix nonprofit leadership and
management, represented Arizona
State and Kathy Aganl. executive
directix of the Johnson Center,
represented GVSU.
The three universities were
chosen because of their noted
experience and specialties in the
philanthropy and non-profit fields.
Ashcraft said.
“A kit of other programs are
thin, while our programs are very
strong.” he added “If you were to
ask a professix at other universities
a question on philanthropy, they
may not always know what’s going
on. while at our universities they
would always have an answer."
Arrangements to create a

mutual protocol are in the works
among the three programs, and
last week's meetings were just the
beginning of a long partnership.
Ashcraft said One of the reasons
the meetings were designed was
to help establish a common way to
measure philanthropy findings and
studies. Tempel said.
Philanthropy Is still an emerging
profession and does not yet have a
set protocol, he said.
"We still haven’t come upon a
set way of measuring our findings,
and one of our goals Is to do that."
Tempel added.
Another goal the three schools
share is connecting students to
better resources and streams of
knowledge. Temple said. One
way of doing this is to connect
cl&vsrooms and share areas of
expertise fhxn one university with
the other two universities in the
alliance, said Joel J. Orosz, GVSU
philanthropy profevsor
"In sports, you need to play
against the best teams to get better,
but it’s the opposite with education."

MOTMANS

join the fun

Orchards & Farm Market

0-2617 Riv*r Mill Dr (4/j mil«* W of Standdle on M *5)

Open 8-7. Closed Sunday

(416)677-1525

Pizza Bar $4.95 • 1/21b Burgers $4.95
Monday Friday • II 30om 2 00pm
featuring a variety of tatods A wood-fired pizzas

Always fresh homegrown produce
takeshort Pregnancy Center of Allendale
1132S54lh Avenue
Allendale. Ml 39401
(behind McDonalds)

616-895-1893

Free Pregnancy Test
and Peer Counseling

Orosz said "You get better when
you play with the best teams "
Aganl said those involved will
start a program allowing students
to make contact with professors
from any of the three universities
through the Internet regardless of
what campus they are on.
The ultimate goal is fix the
three universities to excel in
the philanthropy field and fix
the emerging profession to be
successful through the succeeding
generations, she added
"The larger part of the work is
yet to come." Ashcraft said ’This
launches only the second meeting
and is only the beginning.”
The universities have been
awarded a grant from the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation in recognition
of their outstanding work and
experiences in the philanthropy and
nonprofit fields The universities’
collaboration at an institutional
level will be continued with three
meetings per year, rotating the
kxratkin. Aganl said

Following concerns about
the outdated space within
Zumberge
Library,
Grand
Valley Suite University students
and administrators began plans
to secure funding and support
fix a new library
Working
with
Student
Senate. Vice President fix
University
Relations
Matt
McLogan said he is ready to
present early foundation plans
fix the library to the GVSU
Board of Trustees at tlx meeting
on Oct. 26. If the board supports
the proposal, the next step would
be to kibby to state legislators to
fund the majority of the project,
he added
Additionally.
significant
private and public capital would
need to be contributed to the
devekipment. No definitive
measurement ix cost estimates
have been made, McLogan said
He estimated it could take up to
a year before the suite budgets
GVSU’s request for funding.
Alan
Dunkkiw,
vice
president for the Political
Actions Committee of Student
Senate, said the addition of a
new library is the next kigical
step to keep the Allendale
Campus growing academically
and physically.
“A lot of people complain
about the age and size of the
library and want something done
about it.” Dunkkiw said. “They
should know we're already
working on it... it will happen,
but it's a mutter of when.”
Fix McLogan. a new library
is on “the top of the radar screen"
in the list of university priorities,
he said.
According
to
Winter
2006 enrollment statistics for
Michigan public universities.
GVSU ranked last m square
fixxagc of library space per
student With an estimated
19.000 students and 83.000
square feet of library space.
GVSU offers 4.46 square feet
per student.
Oakland University had the
next smallest available space
per student, with 8.89, while
Western Michigan University
offered the largest space, with
mure than 41 square feet for
each student
Dunkkiw said his role is
to mobilize students to write
letters to state legtdatixs on the
Capital Outlay Committee The
difficulty is that some of the
seats may change fnUowing the
Nov. 7 congressional elections,
he added
“I was very pleased with
the expression of interest ami
leadership in the Student Senate
fix taking initiative on this
project." McLogan said.
Dunkkiw said the design
goal fix the new library would
be to have a laiger size and better
aesthetic appeal in its extent*
appearance
while
adding
nxxe student accessibility and
interactive technology
"We would like it to be a
mi*t iconic structure, similar
to the Cook C’anlkxi Tower."
Dunkkiw said. 'The library
shixild be
something to
take pnde in and could be a
centerpiece fix campus "

OPEN

GVSU Night - Every Sunday

WEDNESDAY
September 6th
All GV Students Receive 10% Off
purchases of *S.°° or more
Must present college ID.

^ _ ..

W OO burgers A pizza
$2 00 drafts. B 0 B • brews or domestic
Sunday Mght F ooiba* • Free Pool

Monday Night Football
$6 00 bumtot or nochos
$2 00 draft beer or B 0 B i brews
free pool
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Downtown GP • 616 356 2000 • www fbobob com
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A matter of trust

in...

Even when feeling secure amongst
friends or acquaintances, students need
to trust themselves enough to be safe and
responsible in a party environment.
There are many practices for being safe in social places, especially
those that involve alcohol. Students are taught to remain in the
company of close friends, have a designated driver and drink
responsibly.
This advice is not always enough, however, as six out of 10 rapes
occur at victims’ homes or the house of someone they know, and 80
percent of victims know their attackers. These statistics show that it is
just as easy to be in a dangerous situation when surrounded by friends
in the comfort of one’s own home.
When attending parties or going out to the bar, students need to
watch out for themselves instead of relying on others to do it. With the
threat of date rape drugs, students must not only be conscious of how
much alcohol they consume, but where their drinks are at all times.
While drugs such as GHB. Ketamine and Rohypnol, or “roofies,”
have been warned about and discussed, a new date rape toxin called
Scopolamine has made its way from Columbia into the United States
in places such as Florida and Texas. Scopolamine causes delirium,
delusions or paralysis, and may be characterized by a fever with a lack
of sweat. It accounts for about 50 percent of hospital visits in Columbia
today.
Students who choose to drink should never leave their beverages
unattended, even if they are with friends. Familiar faces and
surroundings do not ensure security.
■’ Similarly, they should not rely solely on friends to care for them
in risky situations. As 75 percent of campus crimes relating to
assault involve alcohol or drugs, maintaining a level of control and
independence may decrease chances for rape or assault to occur.
It is noble to watch out for one another, but it is smart to watch out
for oneself.

GVl / OntllA J S*9*n

YOUR INSIGHTS

What do you do to keep yourself safe on
and around campus?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I just finished reading the opinion
section of the Lanthom today, entitled.
"Minding Manner/' I must say that as
an ex-smoker I have a view of this on
both sides of the coin.
When I first quit, I dreaded aiming
back to school because of the smokers
that are always in the covered walkway
between the doors to Mackinac and
Manitou halls. It almost seemed as
though I would be running the gauntlet
to get into the building. As the first day
came and went I realized something,
there were not as many smokers out
there as I thought The other thing that 1
realized is that this was one door out of
how many that get me in to Mackinac
Hall. If it bothered me. I could always
use a different door. Then it hit me that
this opinion article was nothing more
than the equivalent to a 5-year-old
wining about something he or she did
not like. Once out in the public realm, it
is no longer the smokers responsibility
to watch out for those around him or
her. If you do not like or want to be
around secondhand smoke, then do not

stand down wind of or by a smoker. If
that smoker wants to be with you then
he or she will wait to smoke until he or
she is not by you. If there are smokers
bothering you that are by the doors to
the building. 1 will be willing to bet that
there are doors to said building without
smokers by them. Even though the
Surgeon General has stated that there is
no safe exposure to secondhand smoke.
I can assure you that the small amount
that you will inhale walking into a
building will not put you in the hospital
tomorrow. It may take a minute off your
life, and science can't even prove that.
Like it or not, people smoke, and it is not
their responsibility to make sure people
are not around them. They obey the laws
for the most pan. and those that do not
are the bad ones in the crowd. Everyone
needs to remember that we do live in
a free country and it is the right of the
American people to light up if they so
choose.

Gary Tldd
Grand Valley State University Senior

mmr

*We lock our doors at night
and make sure the windows
are shut. I feel pretty safe on
this campus '

The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University
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Jennifer Hoewe
Brandon Hubbard
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Managing Editor
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“Life is best lived without fear, but
with awareness.”
Kelly Addington
Take Back the Night Speaker, on how to
handle the risk of sexual assault

*1 don’t walk around at night.’

”1 try to know the people that
are around me. Plus, campus
police are always around *

Claire Schoolmaster

Scott Moore

Karla Bonilla

Sarah Swille

Freshman
Undecided

Senior
Management

Freshman
Biomedical Science

Sophomore
Mathematics. Elementary Education
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If it's not homosexual, don't call it gay
By Laura Wasilewski

<§rmb yallep %antf)orn

‘Safety is not really a problem
I don’t worry about it too
much.'

GVL SlaJJ WYiter
That ’s so gay.”
“He’s so gay.”
"That test was totally gay.”
Right. That test really likes
other tests of the same test
gender I don’t think so.
I can’t axint the number
of tunes a day I hear that
something is gay. and no.
we’re not talking about
homosexuals.
"Gay” is the (somewhat)
new most favtwile derogatory
word, meaning everything
from bad to stupid to hard to
whatever
The crazy thing is. I don’t
even think it's from people
who have a personal or moral
objection to homosexuality
The people I hear it most
from are people that have no
problem with homosexuals
They just think everything's

gay — and
no. not
happy.

H

They
have no
problem with
homosexuals,
but they
also have
no problem
using the
word “gay” almost as much
as they use the word "the.” it
is disgraceful. They argue that
they don't actually think being
gay is bad. but that "gay” has
just morphed into a catchall
term for had things
In my mind, that ’s just as
bad. No matter how you view
the word “gay.” it's still based
on homosexuality, which Is m
Aim throwing it around as a
negative term.
Think about it. It's not like
you say, "Man. that test was
so
Irish,” or impractical
"My car’s being
axtipletely
ckahes
Aitally
Catholic."
designed
for 7-funt-ull
genetic mutants who thrive iw
cauliflower, celery, cabbage
and other taste levs, nutrition
less vegetables
With this time tested
technique, the industry nets
more than $1 billion a year
It seems counterintuitive,
then, that the Madrid City
Council is trying to get the
models to eat. The city,
worried about the effects of
skinny models on the self
esteem of teenage girls, ts
trying In pnwnote healthiness
rather than unachievable
gair ness The commendable
eff
has nrexbctaMv been

Sounds stupid, right?
Think about how much more
intelligent you must sound
when you replace those words
with “gay "
When fnends of mine
would use this term. I tried to
be kindly subtle I don’t want
to be preachy (that's what this
column is for). When they
said. "My computer's being
really gay.” I’d reply. "Oh?
Your computer likes other
computers of the same gender ’
Who knew ’
They'd just laugh, and I'd
keep it up for a while, to no
avail Finally I just gave up
They weren’t getting it.
But a funny thing happened
a few weeks ago. My
boyfriend and I often use the
term. I’m cool" to mean "I’m
good" or “I’m fine” as in, "Do
you need anything “Nope,
I’m cool.”
Joking around, he said
from now on he was going to

say, “I'm straight" instead of
"I’m cool." I thought about it
fie a minute
Tired of people putting
down the word "gay." I
decided I was finally going
to make it positive again So
instead of saying “I’m cool,"
or "I’m straight." it's, "Do you
need anything?” “Nope. I'm

g*y”
I've been told repeatedly
that I can slop using that
phrase because it's not going
to catch cat. Obviously I'm
aware of that. I just think it's
a different way to get people
thinking. It's just as ridicukxis
Ai use "I'm gay" to mean
everything's good as it is to use
“gay” to mean it's had. I get
that That's the point
Cm not saying you should
go around saying. “No. I don’t
need anything else I’m gay.”
But maybe the next time you
want to call that really hard
class “gay.” you’ll think twice.

Madrid is a wake-up call for the fashion world
GVL OPINION POLICY

By Laura Reeve

Paih/ 7htjnn (USQ
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthom opinion page is in stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community
The Grand Valley Lanthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions letters
to the editnr. guest columns and phnne
responses
Letters must include (he author 's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identificatKWi if dropped off in person
Letters will be checked by an employee
oi the Grand Valley Lanthom
Letters appear as space permits each
iMue The limit for letter length is one
na*e smelr maced

The ediuv reserves the right to edit
and uwidense letters and atoms far
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will
not be held responsible for errors that
appear m print as a result of transcribing
handwritten letters or e-mail typographic
errors
The name of the author n usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculrv and staff

(U WIRE) LOS
ANGELES - Models
scheduled to strut their stuff at
the Madrid fashawi week were
Aimed away because they were
too thin.
Wait What ’
That’s like hearing that
Harvard rejected applicants
because they were too small
cr that Jennifer Aniston got
dumped for being loo pretty It
just doesn't make sense
For decades, the fashion
industry has thrived on m 'king
nutrareouslv expensive

met with outrage from the
models.
A Russian model told a
Reuters reporter that the bon
was a form of discrimination
"We are skinny, this is our
work.” she said. "There are
kits of overweight people
working in offices hut I’m not
going to say This girl is ftf.
she can't work in an office ’”
The model in question was
apparently under the illusion
that the rest of the world has
always maintained a strict
policy of equal oppivtunity fie
all body types
Complaints from models
aside. Madrid’s attempt to
make models mire realists altv

beautiful is laudable, if a link
unrealistic itself
As a result of the city's
intervention. 30 percent of
the models who participated
in last year's runway show
were refused work because
their body mass indexes, a
measurement of a perron's
height weight ratio, were too
krw Members of the British
cabinet ire now encouraging
the British Fashion Council to
do the same thing
Madrid's step is a small
one. hut it amid go a kwtg way
to banishing the stereotypes of
all models as either anorexic <*
bulimic

LAKER LIFE
Weekend
of events
welcomes
families
Angela Harris, Laker Life Editor
lakertifeelanthorn com
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Night of
activities to
host studentparents at GV
By Matt Mam

GVL staff Writer

New activities, old traditions cater to all
ages in GVSU’s annual Family Weekend
By Angela Harris

GVL I.akrr Life Hditor
The line of hungry parents,
students and siblings waiting for
pancakes snaked through River
landing and at times, up the
stairwell to the main level of the
Kirkhof Center.
Pancakes with Presidents was
one of the new additions to Family
Weekend, which took place Friday.
Saturday and Sunday.
“It was a good time." said
Student Senate President Frank
Foster. “I learned how to flip
pancakes, und it was fun to be
here.”
Foster was one of many
presidents at the event representing
some of the university's more than
225 student organizations, and
was joined by GVSU President
Thomas J Haas
“It was a great way to continue
the spirit that I see on campus and
to meet and greet the parents and
work with the students." Haas
said. "That is the joy behind doing
this event. There is a great spirit
with students and faculty.”
This was the first year for the
pancake breakfast, und it became a
great addition to Family Weekend,
said LeaAnn Tibbe. assistant
director of the Office of Student

Life.
Hosted by the Hospitality and
Tourism Management Club, the
breakfast, an updated version
of the pancake event held in
previous years, drew more than
200 people this year, said HTM
food and business director.
Melissa Hanlon.
“It went very well.” she said.
“After the 5K (run/walk), we had
a big rush, and President Haas
is here, so we have rush because
of that ... The turnout was really
good."
She added this portion of
Family Weekend was a great
opportunity for college students
to have a home-cooked meul.
Nancy Engler, who came
to visit her son. Grant, said the
breakfast wax a good idea, giving
her family the opportunity to
meet the president, teachers and
her son's acquaintances.
Also new to the weekend this
year was the T V. Tailgate Held
in the Kirkhof Center’s Grand
River Room, the big-screen
event allowed families to watch
Michigan Stale University play
the University of Michigan.
Tibbe said the game was
shown on various televisions and
heard in stereo. The tailgate was
moved upstairs into the Grand
River Room ufter more than

GVt ' Nkok Mfm*r

Craft creations: families decorate foam cup holders m the Kirkhof Center during GVSU’s Family Weekend

500 people ordered tickets to the
event, she added
Families that wanted to watch
the Detroit Tiger’s baseball
game were able to in Area 51 of
Kirkhof's lower level. Tibbe said.
In
addition.
families
participated in activities held in
the main lobby, including face
painting and making foam cup
holders with the Pre-Dental club.
“We have been very busy."
said Meggan Krause, president of
the Pre-Dental club. "It has been a
lot of fun and really good. A lot of
people stopped by."
Outside of Kirkhof, families
participated in the Renaissance
Festival and perused the yard sale
hosted by Habitat for Humanity.
The Sigma Kappa sorority sold
suckers as part of a fund-raiser for
Alzheimer's Disease.

In the afternoon, families were
offered dinner and had the option
of participating in a variety of
tournaments.
Sophomore Sara May. along
with her parents and nephew.
Alex Spina, said they enjoyed the
breakfast and activities.
"I wanted to come because I
wanted to give Sara a hug." Spina.
3. said.
Laurel May. Sara's mother,
said the family came to GVSU
during the weekend to spend time
with Sara.
May said she wanted her
family to come to show them
where she goes to school since
they were not able to attend the
event her freshman year.
"What better thing to do than
watch college football?" said Jim
May. Sara’s father. “We are just

going to enjoy the day."
Jan Jungquist. whose daughter
Lauren is a sophomore at GVSU,
returned for Family Weekend
again this year, but brought
Lauren's grandparents from Texas
this time.
"There is always a variety of
activities,” Jungquist said. "I love
seeing families together."
She added at younger ages,
such as middle school and high
school, students do not want their
parents around, but at the college
level, they are excited to share
what they are doing.
‘They are proud of what they
have accomplished, their school,
the buildings and want to share."
Jungquist said. “The parents are
proud to be asked up. I enjoy the
whole atmosphere surrounding
the weekend."

Speaker discusses
effects of the MCRI
Jean Doss explains
the Michigan Civil
Rights Initiative’s
potential impact on
Michigan residents
By Jill Chapman

Gil Staff uriter
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dialects: GVSU Spanish professor Keith Watts speaks to a packed room of students Thursday about Spanglish
The combination of English and Spanish cultures formed the developing language
Dissecting

Professor relates Spanglish
to intercultural experiences
Professors explain
how two cultures
can find common
ground through a
shared language
By Jill Chapman

GVL staff Writer
The combination of two
different cultures and two
different languages has produced
a common bond linking them
together — Spanglish
The Grand Valley State
University community gathered
Thursday to hear experts debate
and present facts about Spanglish *
cvolutKWi as a popular language
“Countless" Hispanic* north
of the Rio Grande are trilingual
speaking English. Spanish and
Spanglish. said llan Stavans.
University of Massachusetts
professor
Spanglish ui a new language in
devek^xnent, and has been created
from the contact and influence of
Spanish and English speaker*, he
said
Spanglish is not a random m|x

of both languages, he explained.
Those who speak Spanglish have
had regular contact with, and
experienced communication in.
both English and Spanish. Stavans
added
GVSU
professor
Keith
Watts presented the idea of axle
switching — when a person
sometimes starts a sentence in
English and finishes it in Spanish
Code
switching
involves
grammatically a erect Spanish
and English and uses some of the
words that have entered the English
language by being borrowed from
Spanish. Walts said.
"Spanglish is a natural
phenomenon that occur* when
two languages come into contact."
he added “If this contact did nor
occur, we would not he speaking
English, we would he speaking
something extremely different"
The use of Spanglish ha*
bcomie a mainstream parr of
A<nencan culture. Walts said.
While Spanglish was first used
in IK4M in Texas. Arizona and
New Mexico, its speakers stretch
acme* all socioeconomic and
ethnic group*, he added
Spanglish is used by artist*

A

authors and musicians, not the
uneducated. Wans said. He added
Spanglish gives artists space to
express biculturalism and reflect
upon the cultural realities of their
respective 1 aitino communities
GVSU
professor
Yvette
Fuentes spoke alxxit the use of
Spanglish in literature and the
three main groups of society
In the 1960’s the Chicanos used
Spanglish to describe the struggles
for civil rights and independence,
she said
Los Chicanos, or Mexican
Americans,
caught
between
America and Mexico would speak
a poem called “I Am Joaquin."
which expresses the two cultures.
Fuentes siud Los Cubanos. or the
Cubans, practiced code switching
and Spanglish. she added
GVSU
freshman
Mary
Pritchard sax) she thought this
event was very interesting
"My friends and I took Spanish
fix six yean before aiming to
college." Pritchard said. "I used to
joke around with my friends that
we were speaking Spanglish It's
not all about joking around, it is
actually a native third language to
some people ”

A

GVl Taylor Raymond

The Michigan Civil Rights
Initiative will have a profound
impact on every person living in
Michigan, said Jean Doss in her
presentation at Grand Valley State
University Wednesday
The MCR1. if passed in the Nov.
7 election, will han Affirmative
Action Doss, a senior associate
kibbyist with Capitol Services.
Inc., saxl Affirmative Action tights
discrimination, creates diversity
and opens doors, while supptvting
efforts to equalize in the areas
of employment, education and
contracting
“You can't tight discrimination
with discrimination." Doss saxl.
“Affirmative Actum is about letting
them take the held. We believe in
a color blind society, (thine who
proposed the MCRI) want you to
believe in a blind society."
This initiative will set back equal
<Wxxtunity and ban equal pay
fix equal wxxk. summer jobs for
minority youth and some outreach
programs. Doss saxl
Passing this stale Qxistitutional
amendment will pul Mxhigan’s
economy at risk, she added. The
Michigan wixkfme represents a
global economy, and it is impixtant
to be competitive and attract people
from through xrt the world, she
added.
GVSU junxx Mx-hclle Bmxuxi
saxl Affirmative Actxxi is nut a race
issue, but it affects everyone.
"So much is at stake if Proposal
2 goes through." Broxkm saxl
"Important programs and funding
will be taken away. No matter wfiat
color or standing, this will impact
everyone. No matter what your
stance iv everyone sfxxikl become
educated on the issue "
She added the wxmling of the
pn^xwal is axifusing. ami mote
people should lake advantage of the
presenters that come to GVSU to
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Offering clarity: lean Doss, senior
associate lobbyist with Capitol Service.
Inc , discusses Affirmative Action and
the Michigan Civil Rights Initiative with
students and faculty Wednesday m the
Kirkhof Center

clarify.
A similar bill was passed
in California 10 years ago. and
businesses owned by women
and muxxities saw a reductxxi in
contracts they received. Dews said.
Following the passage of the
bill, public universities tracked
infixmation on race, gender and
color, and found there was an
immediate reductxxi ui women
faculty members and wxxnen
working in ntxi-traditxxial careers.
Doss saxl
With Michigan already behind in
jobs, the MCRI will rax help in this
area, she added
"One out of every four jobs
in 2010 will be lechnokigicaUy
related." Doss saxl
NtX providing equal oppurtunities
for wxxnen in technology-related
careers will hurt Michigan's
economy, she added. Women only
make 67 cents to every $1 a man
makes, and Michigan ranks 49th
in pay equity out of 50. she added
Also, wxxnen have half of the
median tnaxne that men do w hen
they retire. Doss said
Doss saxl Affirmative Actxxi
moves the stale ahead economically
and helps to build communities
Connie Dang, associate directix
of the Office of Mufacuhural
Affairs, saxl she can relate to IXws*
presentatxxi
“Affirmative Actxxi is about
cxjual opportunity," Dang saxl
Being a nuraxitv m an educatxxial
institution is difficult Once you've
been accepted to Grand Valley , no
Affirmative Actxxi is going to follow
you into the classroom Affirmative
Action gives you access *o the
university but you have m perform."

Welcoming
families
living at Grand Valley
State University, Family
Fun
Night
will
begin
its list of free activities
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse.
This will be GVSU’s
third Family Fun Night.
"It has grown each
year,” said Sharalle Arnold,
assistant
director
of
GVSU’* Children’* Center.
"Students were absolutely
thrilled to join in and see
faculty there as well."
Arnold said the event
projects camaraderie to nontraditional students when
they meet other studentparents.
“Often, student-parents
feel isolated," she added.
"At Family Fun Night they
get to interact with others.
Cost can be an issue for
gas and transportation, but
the event is right here on
campus."
Parents and children gain
a sense of togetherness and
community while coming
together for a free activity,
Arnold said.
“The
children
and
parents can do something
outside the norm," she said.
“Families can participate
in and feel included as a
part of the Grand Valley
cbmmunity."
Activities for all ages will
stimulate participants on a
developmental level while
free food and raffles for
prizes are offered, Arnold
said. Children will have
the opportunity to get their
picture taken with Louie the
Laker or the Laker cheer
team.
The event will feature
stations encouraging family
interaction with children.
Arnold said. Staff will
monitor the stations and
help to generate dialog
between children and their
families, she added.
"Our children are a part
of the community just as
we are." she said. “They
can enjoy a casual event
that's fun. When food and
friends come together, fun
happens."
The Family Fun Night
is a collaboration between
the three groups that make
up GVSU Family Support
Services — the Children's
Center. Family Housing and
the Women’s Center.
Family Support Services
was formed for the benefit
of GVSU student-parents,
Arnold said. The three
units that form the service
look to develop programs
specifically
targeting
student-parents, an often
non-traditional population
within
the
campus
community, she added.
Darrhonda Scott-Jones.
office
coordinator
of
GVSU’s Women's Center,
said Family Fun Night is
an event where kids and
parents can take a break
from their busy schedules.
"We put on a number of
games we try to gear toward
different age groups." she
said. “In the past, we have
had more small children, so
we will have more activities
for that age range "
Some of the night’s
activities
will
include
basketball, body drawing,
a hula hoop contest and
temporary
tattoo
table.
Scott-Jones said. This year
will also include an obstacle
course with tunnels and
other features.
"We’re hoping they have
a lot of fun.” she said. "It
is geared toward families
getting together and having
a fun filled evening. We
want to encourage families
to come out and enjoy."
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Authors to speak
out at Poetry Night
By Leslie Perales

the Lamont Poetry Selection,
the National Book Critics Circle
Award, a National Endowment
for the Arts grant as well as
a
Guggenheim
Foundation
Fellowship. She was also the
New York State Poet Laureate
from 1998 to 2000
She
currently
poetry workshops
York
University's
creative writing program while
instructing an NYU workshop
program at Goldwater Hospital
in New York.
Sanchez, who is originally
from Alabama, will also share
her work. She earned her
bachelor's degree in political
science from Hunter College and
did postgraduate work at NYU.
“Sonia Sanchez was a leader
in teaching black studies at
universities, so she presents
another view of the world than
Sharon Olds’, certainly an urban
view." Clark said. “She uses
everyday language, but does
very interesting things with it."
Sanchez wrote more than a
dozen books of poetry, several
plays, children’s books and
has edited two anthologies.
Before retirement, she taught
at what is now San Francisco
State University and Temple
University.
Her honors and awards
include a National Endowment
for the Arts Award, a Pew
Fellowship in the Arts, the
Peace and Freedom Award from
Women International League for
Peace and Freedom, the Lucretia
Mon Award.
After the poetry reading there
will be time for discussion and
questions from the audience, as
well as a reception.
A copy of one of each writer’s
work will be printed and given
to attendants on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Clark said. The
authors will also be on-hand to
sign books, she added.
Clark said she encourages
people to come early due to
the large attendance the event
usually draws.
The event, held on GVSU’s
Pew Campus, begins at 7 p.m. on
the second floor of the Eberhard
Center.
For more information on this
or other events in the Fall Arts
Celebration visit http://www.
gvsu.edu/fallarts or call (616)
331-2100.

GVL Staff Writer
Grand
Valley
State
University's
Fall
Arts
Celebration is bringing a
variety of arts, humanities and
liberal education events to West
Michigan, including two wellknown poets.
Wednesday night Sharon
Olds and Sonia Sanchez will
read as part of Poetry Night at
the university
Professor Patricia Clark.
Poetry Night organizer, said
the Fall Arts Celebration was
started about five years ago. It
began partially because October
is National Arts and Humanities
month and partially because
GVSU already had fall events,
she said. The celebration was a
way of linking the month's many
events together. Clark added.
“It (a live event) changes
your view — you get a new
perspective that’s really great,
and I think people will remember
it," Clark said “You just don’t
forget it when you see a person
live.”
Poets were chosen based on
the excellence of their work,
she said. Clark added that
former GVSU president Mark
Murray told her when the event
first started, to bnng the most
outstanding, well-known poets
available.
As one of the featured
readers. Olds takes a frank look
at subjects such as family and
love, Clark said.
“She’s really been kind of
ground-breaking in terms of
writing about the family ...
and the beautiful things that
happen in families.’' Clark said.
“She sees kind of the wider
significance of something small
that might happen to a person.
She knows history and brings
history into her poems and her
poetry"
Originally
from
San
Francisco. Olds studied at
Stanford
University
and
Columbia University where she
received her master’s degree
She was first published in 1980
— a collection of poems called
“Satan Says” — which won her
the San Francisco Poetry Center
Award.
Olds received numerous other
honors and awards, including

'The Departed' earns title
of top notch production
By John Faarup

GVL Staff Writer
Martin Scorsese has finally
come home.
After several years of
working on the slippery slope of
epic film making, he has returned
to the streets, ______________
right where he
belongs.
Frank
Costello (Jack
Nicholson) is a
Boston crime
boss who tends
to his sheep at
an early age
He tells the
^
young kids
in the neighborhood to come to
him if they ever need some extra
money, and in the projects of
South Boston, money is like a
drug One of those kids happens
to be Colin Sullivan (Man
Damon). Costello preens the
youth from the very beginning to
infiltrate the Massachusetts State
Police Department and function
as a mole.
Billy Costigan (Leonardo
DiCapno) is the exact opposite
He has grown up in a turbulent
neighborhood, and he has sought
shelter in the police department
as a way out Ironically, he
jumps from the frying pot and
into the fire as an undercover
agent attempting to gain access
to Costello’s crew
The flip-flopped
doppelganger is the centerpiece
of the film Everything orbits
around the two young prodigies
who are trying their best
to manipulate one another
with a constant barcage of
misinformation and deception A
master of the streets. Scorsese is
able to bnng out the true grit and
realness tn every character he

l

puts on screen. With NichoLson’s
intangible acting genius at front
and center. DiCapno and Damon
follow suit nicely, playing ofT his
legendary aura.
Anybody who thought
of DiCapno as nothing but a
pretty face will be pleasantly
surprised here. In the past few
years. Scorsese has transformed
the baby-faced pinup into a
legitimate leading man While
he might not be w hat Robert
DeNiro was to the director, there
is a still a gripping intensity in
everything he does from the first
reel to the last.
"The Departed" is strikingly
similar to “Goodfellas." in that
it never steps off the gas. always
pushing forward. The film is a
roller coaster the viewer can’t
get off. an endless adrenaline
rush that doesn’t let up. even
after leaving the theater Heart
pumping, breath held, hands
sweating — the tension can be
cut with a dull knife, but often
a loaded handgun does the trick
instead A remake of the popular
Hong Kong film “Internal
Affairs.” “The Departed” is a
masterful attempt at taking a
story traditionally considered an
action movie and evolving it into
something much more satisfying
Scorsese also does himself
a favor by surrounding himself
with lop shelf talent Alec
Baldwin. Martin Sheen. Mark
Wahlberg and Vera Famuga all
nicely supplement the already
deep cast, and it allows Scorsese
to layer the complex story as
much as he pleases In turn, the
film takes one giant step forward
from good to great It is his best
film in more than a decade, and a
true return to form.
The Departed” opened on
Friday and is rated R for graphic
violence and harsh language

*
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Expressing himself: Kevin Coval performs some of his Siam poetry on Thursday m Loutit lecture Hall Coval’s poetry describes bis search for self-identification and his
relationship with this Jewish faith Millet. GVSU’s Jewish student organization, invited Coval to speak

Poet uses heritage
to enhance work
Slam poet Kevin Coval
presents his work,
provides insight into life
experiences
By Nathan Northrup

GVL Staff Writer
The artistic slam poet stylings of Kevin
Coval rang out in a student-filled room
Thursday.
Coval. a creative writing teacher in
Chicago and artistic director of Young
Chicago Authors, spoke about his life
growing up in a suburbs of Chicago,
struggling with his identity as a Jewish
male immersed in Kip-hop culture.
Coval used his experiences growing
up to bring a presentation to the Grand
Valley State University community about
culture, identity and self-representation.
“Hip hop. the self-critical gazing that
comes from it. asks you to represent,”
Coval said. “It took me a minute to
figure out what I represented. It made me

inevitably look and search for identity. I
wanted to be Jewish."
Ninive Costa. GVSU senior and
President of Hillel, GVSU’s Jewish
student organization, said Coval did a
good job of getting the idea of Judaism out
on campus. She said his presentation also
served as an effective way to get Hillel’s
identity as an on-campus organization out
in the open.
"Kevin is a unique presenter,” said
Helen Ksiazek. senior and Hillel treasurer.
“He does a really good job of relating to
an audience as well as putting you into the
location he is speaking about.”
Coval sa(d his background in education
helps him connect with his audience.
“You get comfortable being in front of
a group," Coval said. “Teachers perform
everyday. It easily transfers to performance
theatre and performance poetry."
GVSU senior Katie Good said her
favorite part of the presentation was
hearing Coval present his poetry.
“It was my first encounter with a
slam poet,“ Good said. “It was a great
experience. I would love to see more

things like this at GVSU."
Coval’s storytelling helped make his
message more applicable to everyday life,
she added.
“It was nice to see hip-hop presented in
a way that made it more about stories than
it is today," Good said.
Senior Joe Savalle said he gained a new
perspective from Coval’s presentation.
"Kevin is Jewish, but he’s about
experiencing all life through poetry,"
Savalle said.
Coval said it is important to share his
work with college students.
"It’s a time when young people are
asking questions about who they are and
are formulating world views,” he said.
Coval’s works can be found in his new
book, “Slingshots: A Hip-Hop Poctica.”
One of Coval’s poems, titled “The Day
Jam Master Jay Died." encompasses his
tale of identity.
“I wish more people would have known
about the presentation," Ksiazek said. “I
feel a lot of people missed out on a great
presentation because they didn't know
about it.”

Donate plasma

Your new books could help
someone through a

rough
assignment.
^ BioLife
give, receive.

No matter what you do with the money; you'll save a life.
Receive up to S200 a month and give life to patients in need.

Donate plasma. It's easy & simple.
616-735-4559
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3800 Lake Michigan Dr NW. Suite 102
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Blow out
victories
should still
reap praise

NUMBER
CRUNCHER

®
The No. t Grand Valley State
University volleyball team
suffered one of its only two
losses Saturday afternoon
at home as No. 9 Hillsdale
College ran the table, sweeping
the Lakers by winning three
straight games. Hillsdale is now
the only undefeated team in
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference.

Second-string running back
Jaquon Morrison led the Grand
Valley State University football in
rushing during Saturday's game.
Morrison finished with 113
rushing yards while breaking
through the offensive line for a
pair of touchdowns. The Lakers
won the game 49-17.

GVl

www.lanthorn.com

FOOTBALL
STANDINGS

GVL Sports Editor

GVl / Anna Schwalller

Breaking away: Freshman Blake Smoien takes the ball downfield during GVSU's home game against Mercyhurst College on Saturday The lakers
improved their conference record to 5-0 after beating Mercyhurst 49-17

Lakers add another
mark to win book
First half play posts
big numbers for GVSU
football as it defeats
Mercyhurst College
By Jayson Bussa

GVL Sports Editor
All worries of playing down to its
competition were erased for Grand
Valley State University in the first
minute of the game.
During the second play, senior
quarterback Cullen Finnerty launched a
43-yard pass to his favorite target, senior
Eric Fowler, for the opening touchdown.
The aerial assault was the prelude to
GVSU’s 49-17 ousting of Great Lakes
Conference foe Mercyhurst College on
Saturday night at Lubbers Stadium.
The GVSU Lakers put up two quick

touchdowns in the first quarter, the
other coming on a six-yard scamper by
senior Astin Martin with 8:28 to go in
the quarter. Finnerty led the early attack,
completing his first four passes for 88
yards and two touchdowns.
“I’m happy." said GVSU head coach
Chuck Martin. “I’m happy we came out
smoking. We played good football in
the first half and made big numbers. If
we can keep it going, we’re going to be
a dam good football team here.”
The only points the Mercyhurst
Lakers put on the board in the first half
came through a 39-yard field goal from
the foot of kicker Phil Scanlon with
three seconds left in the first quarter.
The GVSU finished its defensive
campaign by holding Mercyhurst to
201 total offensive yards — 48 on the
ground and 153 through the air.
"We were happy with the defense
because we had four starters out."

Chuck Martin said. "We had some
rookies out there playing. Not that
they're (Mercyhurst) the best offense
we're going to face, but they scored 31
against Wayne (State University)."
GVSU buried Mercyhurst by putting
four more touchdowns on the hoard
before it headed- into the locker room at
halftime leading 42-3.
Fowler snatched a 19-yard heave
from Finnerty with 12 minutes to go
in the second quarter for his second
touchdown of the game Fowler’s
touchdown was followed by Astin
Martin’s second six-yard touchdown
run. Astin Martin also tagged on a twoyard touchdow n at the conclusion of the
first half.
The third touchdown of the first half
came via the longest rushing touchdown
of the year for GVSU. Junior Jaquon
Morrison, who is listed as a wide
See Football, BS
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GV takes hit in conference standings
Volleyball falls to Hillsdale College in
weekend match, defeats Wayne State

Grand Valley State University returned to the top national
rankings this week, only to have the sense of accomplishment
slip through its fingers Saturday.
The Lakers split two home matches against Wayne State
University and No. 9 Hillsdale College. Saturday's loss to
Hillsdale ended an 18-game winning steak and was the team’s
first loss in Great Lakes Conference play.
“I was disappointed in our effort against Hillsdale." said
GVSU head coach Deanne Scanlon “We clearly didn't play
our best match, and they took it to us."
On Friday. GVSU dominated WSU 3-0 (30-24. 30-17 and
30-26). The Lakers hit .294 for the match and recorded nine
service aces. The Lakers notched 17 kills in the first game and
18 in game two. They racked up a .318 hitting percentage in
game three.
Senior Megan Helsen had a team-high 15 kills, two aces
and 10 digs Fellow senior Meghan Moore tallied 14 kills,
two assisted blocks, five digs and hit .400 for the match.
Sophomore Lauren Reber, who worked her way into the
starting lineup, had 10 kills, three aces and four digs. She hit
.500 for the match.
“Lauren has really played well for us lately," Scanlon said.
'To have her become another key player for us can only make
us better.”
Junior Erica Vandekopple added six kills and two assisted
blocks, while sophomore Danielle Alexander had five kills,
two digs, two aces and two assisted blocks Sophomore Jamie
Ashmore added 45 assists and seven digs
Saturday. GVSU was swept by Hillsdale 3-0 (30-19. 30-20
and 32-30). The Lakers now sport an 18-2 overall record, with
11 1 in the GLIAC.
“We were beaten by a better team today." Scanlon said
“Hillsdale is a very good team We could not get anything
going, and we did not play even close to our potential "

GVl AiMty Cwwltrt

Serving H up: Sophomore Jem* Ashmore serves during GVSU's home
game against Hillsdale College Saturday The Lakers lost 3-0

Helsen led the team again in kills with 14. adding 12 digs
Reber had another good match, contributing 12 kills and six
digs. Moore posted 11 kills and three digs, and Vandekopple
had six kills and two assisted blocks. Ashmore also contributed
40 assists and 11 digs.
The Chargers hit .328 for the match, while holding GVSU
to a .191 attack percentage
Hillsdale is now the only undefeated team in conference
See Volleyball, B5
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Completing the play: freshman wide
receiver Ryan Bass makes a catch during
Saturday’s contest GV extended its winning
streak to 19 games defeating Mercyhurst

Saturday's win by Grand Valley
State University extends its
active winning streak to 19
games, which is the longest
current streak in Division I,
II and III collegiate football
The Lakers will take on the
University of Indianapolis this
weekend.

The softball team of Grand
Valley State University finished
its fall season with a six-game
winning streak. The last five
games were won on GVSU's
home field this weekend,
including victories over Lake
Superior State and Cornerstone
universities and Grand Rapids
Community College.
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As the second half of Saturday's
game between Grand Valley State
University and Mercyhurst College
fired up. the student section and
other portions of Lubber Stadium
were far thinner than at the
beginning of the game.
Much more than half of the
student section vamoosed after
the 42-3 score was posted on
the scoreboard at halftime, and
GVSU’s second string players
were about to take the field,
exhibiting the depth the Lakers
have this year.
Maybe the fans got cold. Maybe
they had something better to do.
However, the fact remains that
GVSU’s football squad has spoiled
its fans to the point they simply
expect another one-sided win. and
they can even make other plans for
the night knowing that the game
will be very much in hand by the
half.
The Lakers make it look easy,
but we have to respect the feat
they have accomplished.
With Saturday's win. GVSU
extends its active winning streak
to 19 straight games. The winning
campaign captures the record for
longest current active winning
streak in the nation throughout
Divisions I. II and III. This record
highlights the Lakers on a national
stage and allows everyone to see
that they are currently one of
the top football programs in the
country, despite what division they
come from.
What’s more impressive about
this record is the amount of games
the Lakers have breezed through,
very similar to Saturday’s 49-17
win against Mercyhurst. Only a
handful of games were decided
by a single digit margin. Very few
opponents have played the Lakers
close.
While the one-side games may
not be as exciting to watch for the
fans, they are just as important as
the last-minute, one-touchdown
wins. The Lakers have piled up
19 wins in a row. which is very
impressive despite who they have
beaten. With an emotional game
like football, upsets will work their
way in to the mix. but the Lakers
have done a nice job of keeping
their guard up and winning the
games they were expected to.
GVSU might make it look
easy, but it obviously isn’t when
no team in Division 1. II and III
can survive a streak of this kind
without dropping a few games
here and there. The Lakers
have toughed it out to boast
an accomplishment no other
collegiate team has claimed.
Throughout the year, GVSU
head coach Chuck Martin stressed
that the Lakers aren't going to use
the talent level of their opponents
as a barometer. Instead, he said
the players are going to compete
against themselves to continually
get better and become the best
football team possible.
After the game Saturday. Martin
recognized the strides the team
has made, arriving at its recent
49-17 victory following its season
opening 13-0 win against a stingy
University of Findlay football
squad
Martin said if the team plays
like it did Saturday, the Lakers are
going to see success and heat a lot
of football teams If they digress,
however, they may get beat by a
mediocre team, he added
So fans, before you leave,
make sure you applaud the Lakers.
Just because they aren't winning
narrowly at the last whistle blow
of the game, each win from here
on out is important, setting the
Lakers farther apart from any other
collegiate football team in the
nation
■i
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Women's tennis cleans
up against Cardinals
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer

GVl /

Practice partner* GVSU'i soccer team works on its passing skills at Thursday's practice The Lakers beat Findlay this weekend

Unanswered goals
lead to Laker win
By Matthew Verdonk

GVL Stuff Writer
The Grand Valley State
! University women's soccer
; team started off the home
stretch of its conference season
Friday on the right foot.
Kind of.
Sophomore forward Katy
Tafler tallied all three first
; half goals, elevating the
Lakers to a 4-0 victory over an
outnumbered and outmatched
team from the University of
) Findlay (2-7-1), which made
the trip to Allendale with
only 11 girls on its roster.
! The Lakers boasted twice that
number.
Tafler put her team out in
front early in the IOth minute
when, just inside the 18. she
executed a give-and-go with
senior midfielder Shannon
Carrier and drove the ball by
the helpless Findlay keeper.
After that, the GVSU
offense hit a bit of a slump. It
! dominated time of possession
) and played the majority of the
game on the Findlay end of
the field, but was unable to
execute that one last pass to
yield a high percentage scoring
opportunity.

“We just weren’t sharp in
the first half." said GVSU
head coach Dave Dilanni. "It’s
going to come.”
Despite
the
somewhat
discombobulated
play,
the
Lakers managed two more first
half goals, and considering
Findlay was incapable of
getting a shot on the GVSU
net the entire game, the three
first half goals were more than
enough
In the 31 st minute, freshman
midfielder Katie Johnson toed
a ball to Tafler's feet in the
middle of the field about 20
yards away from the Findlay
net. Tafler settled and used the
space to fire a shot with her
left boot over the outstretched
arm of the keeper.
Tafler finished the first half
scoring in the 43rd minute
when she flicked the ball off
her head just inside the far
post off a quality corner kick
from senior defender Katie
Rozzum.
Friday's
effort
raised
Tafler's 2006 season goal tally
to 24. featuring four three-goal
games.
Just less than nine minutes
into the second half, an
unprecedented event occurred.
Sophomore
midfielder

Joyce Rose, who, according
to Dilanni, has seen limited
playing iluic due in part to some
nagging injuries, recorded her
first GVSU career goal.
A service in front of the
Findlay net from Carrier
bounced out to Rose at the
top of the 18 and she made no
mistake rocketing it just under
the crossbar.
"That’s why you have a
team of 20 kids,” Dilanni said.
“She (Rose) is right in the mix
with the starters.”
Dilanni said he was pleased
with his team's improved play
in the second half, but when
asked if its overall performance
was the caliber he wanted it to
be in preparation for Sunday's
contest with a tougher team
from Ashland University, he
responded with a definitive
“no.”
“I'd like to have seen them
play with a faster pace.” he
added.
Addressing his team after
the game. Dilanni told the girls
there was no reason to come out
and play without intensity and
a sense of urgency, especially
with a stretch of tough games
coming up beginning Sunday
with bitter conference rival
Ashland.

On a cloudless afternoon, it
seemed nothing could go wrung,
and for the Grand Valley State
University women's tennis team
— nothing did.
The Lakers extended their
winning streak to three games after
blanking Saginaw Valley State
University 9-0 on Friday. The win
unproved GVSU to 5-1 overall on
the season and moved the Lakers
into sole possession of second place
in the Great Lakes Conference
standings
GVSU jumped off to a quick
start, taking all three doubles
matches horn the Cardinals. The
combination of junior Emily Zeliner
and sophomore Lindsay Grimmer
battled from behind early to defeat
Danielle Coldren and Mana Ferez
8-5. That would be as close as the
Cards would get in doubles action
all day. Freshman McCall Monte
and sophomore Audrey Koopscn
easily disposed of SVSU’s Kate
Hanover and Maggie Dodson 8-2.
The tandem of junior Jenna Killips
and sophomore Jaime Oppenlander
finished up doubles, also winning
by a score of 8-2 over Jessica Jones
and Jessica Stone.
The Lakers continued their
dominance in singles play, taking
all six matches. Killips lead the
way for the Lakers, shutting out
Dodson 6-0 and 6-0, while Zellner
prevailed against Coldren 64, 75. In a marathon match, it took all
three sets for Monte to defeat Perez
7-5, 6-7 (3-7) and 10-8. Freshman
Whitney Bindus unproved her

overall singles record to 7-1 on the
season after an easy victory against
Jaymee Geneseo 6-0.6-1.
Grimmer, in the tup singles
spot, defeated Hanover 64. 6-3 as
Oppenlander downed Stone 64). 6
1.

“We arc really excited, with the
winand the way we’ve been playing”
Zellner said. "We are working well
together and communicating well,
and that's what has been giving us
the advantage lately "
The win against SVSU added
to the Lakers already soaring
confidence, which they will need to
cany into their next match against
Ferns State University The Bulldogs
will travel to Allendale for a matinee
event Tuesday. The match-up pits
two of the GLIAC’s top tennis
squads against one another
The Bulldogs at 4-1 are lurking
behind the Lakers in third place
and looking to move up in the
standings. This competition wall
give the Lakers the chance at some
redemption, having not defeated the
Bulldogs in either of the last two
seasons.
“It is extremely important for us
to come out and play well.” Zellner
said. “We really want to beat these
guys, and this is the chance we’ve
been waiting for. We need to play
the way we arc supposed to play
After facing FSU, the Lakers
will have 10 days to prepare for
the University of Findlay, a break
which will have its pros and cores
for the team. Zellner said.
"The break will aUow us to work
hard on the court and in the gym. but
at the same time we don't get to play
in a game situation," she added.

GVl I Nicole Bernier
Ready foe the return: Lindsay Grimmer (front) crouches at the net while her
doubles partner Emily Zellner serves the ball at a match against SVSU Friday

GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief
GUAC footbal stanrflngs sttt
knotted

No 10 Northwood University
mil sits at the lop of the Ore*
i iLni IntercuUejpate Athlete.
Conference football standing!,
while the No. I Grand Valley
Stale Umveruty Lakers nip at te
heels. The Timberwolvea boast a
conference recced of 60 while the
Lakers have a conference reconi
of 50. but are 6-0 overall. Wayne
Stale University is in third place
with a conference record of 4-1.;
On Saturday, the Timherwol vct>
kept their perfect season olive
when they defeated Northern
Michigan Univenity (2-3, 24)
by a score of 44-14 WSU krp:
its successful season afloat dh
the weekend by beating Gannon
University (0-5,06) 30-3.
On Saturday, the Lakers will
face the University of Indianapolis
while Northwood has the week
off. WSU will also be in action
against Hillsdale College.
•«
Cross country dominates at
Michigan Intercollegiate

During the weekend, the Grand
Valley Stale University cross
country program participated
in the Michigan Intercollegiate
meet held in Big Rapids. Mich,
at Katke Golf Course. The event
featured teams frum Division 1
and Division 0 schools.
On the men’s side, the Lakers
won the 4K race and came in
second at the 8K race. Junior Nate
Feck competed in the 4K and won
the individual title, his second
of the year. He finished with a
time of 11:40.1. In the 8K race,
sophomore Chris Hammer led the
Lakers, finishing in fourth place
overall with a time of 24:38.6.
On the women's side, the
Laken won the 4K and the 6K
races. In the 4K, sophomore Laura
Aderman finished in first place
both for the Lakers and the entire
individual field with 14:10.4.
Freshman Leah Boms ended in
third place overall in the 6K race,
but fed the Lakers with a time of
19:16.4.
The Lakers will compete in the
GreatLakesInieivoUeguMeAthlete
Conference Oiampioreships on
Oct 21.
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Aiming for a strike
Freshman Dayna Celcev works the lane for the Grand Valley
State University intramural bowling league Thursday at Fairlanes
Recreation Center in Grandville, Mich. This competition was the first
of a four-week series which includes a chance to win a Brunswick
bowling ball on the last night.
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The rundown:
Detroit sports dominate
By John Faarup

GVL Stoff Writer

, ,

GVl / Amu Schwailtw

Pr»pp*ng her play: Freshman Rachel Hall decides whether or not to swing during Saturday's home game against Lake
’Jupenor State University The Lakers defeated LSSU 8-0 and accumulated four more wins during the weekend

Softball brings home
*

five weekend wins
►
By Marc Koorstra

GVL Stqff Writer
V •

If it was up to the them. Grand
.Valley State University softball
players might want to start their
spring schedule nght now.
* After struggling at the beginning
of the fall season, the Lakers finished
an an impressive six-game win
streak. All of the wins came on their
home held
*. GVSU dominated on offense
did defease to help it outset xe its
opponents 35-3. The Lakers were 34-1 awning into the final weekend of
fall ball
"We’re playing a lot better" sad
GVSU head aiach Doug Woods
“You want to see progression during
the fall We improved, and this is a
good way to finish up."
• The Lakers started the weekend
with a pair of games against Grand
Rapids Community College on
Friday, one of which was a makeup

game.
The pitching combination of
freshmen Lon Andjclich and Lauren
Rohan awnhined to give GVSU
a 4-0 victory in the first game
Sophomore Stephanie Cole and
freshman Lindsay Pierzynski took
the mound in the second game and
led the Lakers a 5-1 win
The Lakers hosted the GVSU
Invite on Saturday and came away
with three additaxial victories.
Woods stuck with the same pitching
mtatMWi he used Friday.
The GVSU hats came to life in
the morning as the team pummeled
Lake Superior Stale University 10-2.
After a three-game break, the Lakers
returned in the aftcrrawwi with an 8-0
pounding of Cornerstone University.
GVSU once again faced LSSU
in its final game. The Lakers won the
game 8-0 in their last actxwi of the
fall. The Lakers aUowed only iwie
player to reach base in the game.
The GVSU offense also got off

to a quick start iwi a lead-off triple
by freshman Rachel Hall. After
sophormwr Kristin Moleski was
walked, junior Crista Buresh added
another triple to score two runs.
JunK* Allison Crews doubled to
alkiws Buresh to score.
The Laker bats were active again
in the third inning as they sent 10
players to the plate A double by
sophomore Eli/aheth Smith drove
in Moleski and Clews. Freshmen
Nichole Wnityra foUowed with
another double to score freshman
Karen Walters, who was pinch
running for Smith.
A two-out double by sophomore
Lisa Breuss brought Woityra home.
The hit marked the Lakers' sixth
extra-base hit in just three innings
"It is very refreshing to end the
season this way and go into the
spring with a bang.” Smith said. "It is
good for the freshmen to get playing
instead of just stalling in the spnng . "

If you don't know the Tigers
won the American League
now.
Division Series
are you live in
a box.
Soon after
the champagne
was flowing
and the team
celebrating, it
was apparent
tome that this
is one of the
greatest runs in Faarup
sports history
for the city of Detroit Think about
the franchise success we have had
in the past few years
The Detroit Red Wings have
garnered three Stanley Cups in
the last decade and have also gone
deep in the playoffs as a dominant
team multiple times.
The Detroit Pistons won
championships in 1989 and 1990
and again in 2004. The Pistons
have been a dominant team since
then as well.
The University of Michigan

and Michigan Stale University
gave us countless prestigious
seasons in a variety of collegiate
sports and are a surefire bet almost
every year to dazzle in one game
or another
The Tigers have just plain
stunk for the past 10 years, but
their glory days in 1984 and their
playoff run now are nothing to
scoff at.
If only the Detroit Lions could
break .500 in a season, then maybe
we would be known as the greatest
sports town to ever exist. Well,
don't hold your breath on the
whole Lions thing, but a guy can
dream.
Some teams have decades
of axnpetitxxi under their belts
with little or nothing to show for
it. Anyone who is a fan of the
Chicago Cubs knows what I am
talking about.
The Tigers face off against
the Oakland Athletics on the
road tomorrow, and even if
they suddenly tank and fall flat,
this will still be one of the most
memorable times of my life. The
vibrations and excitement that
have surrounded Detroit is unlike

anything 1 have ever seen. Of
course, it irritates me that people
jumped on the bandwagon juat
like they did with the Pistons, but
then pan of me says, "So whatT’
Anytime there is a unifying
element in the city of Detroit or
the state of Michigan, I view it as a
positive step toward revitalization
This is the concept 1 try to
explain to those who say they
don't understand why people love
spurts so much. It is the feeling
of connectedness to everyone
around you when you are in a
stadium — that glow you see in
peoples’ faces when you hear
them talk about their teams' last
win. Everyone who roots far your
team is a fellow comrade. Every
pitch that is thrown is manifested
in either a collective sigh of relief
or disappointment. It can be seen
when a crowd stands up and
cheers on the team to come from
behind and steal a game
There is nothing like organized
sports. Your team determines the
pulse rale at which your heart
pumps and the mood you are in
the next day Whether for better or
worse. I live for it

Diving
headfirst into
competition
Sophomore Eli Leskovar
competes for the Blue Team in
the 400-yard freestyle at GVSU's
Blue and White Intra-squad Meet
on Saturday.

Win a trip for two to Las Ve
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North Korea urged to abandon test
As North Korea
threatens a nuclear test,
surrounding nations
oppose bomb’s usage
By Alexa Olesen
Associated Press Writer

1•
*

•
1

.

Japan and China agreed Sunday
that a North Korea nuclear test “cannot
he tolerated,** and Pyongyang should
return unconditionally to six-party
negotiations on its nuclear programs,
the Japanese prime minister said.
Shinzo Abe. speaking to reporters
at the end of a day of meetings in
Beijing, said he and China's President
Hu Jintao agreed that a North Korean
nuclear test would be unacceptable.
“We need to prevent a nuclear
North Korea,** Abe said. “We saw
eye-to-eye
that
North
Korea's
announcement of a nuclear test
cannot be tolerated because it is
a great threat to East Asia and the
international community.”
The two leaders — meeting for the
first summit-level talks between their
countries in five years — urged North
Korea to rejoin the six-nation talks,
Abe said. Pyongyang has refused
to attend the talks for more than a
year to protest financial sanctions
imposed by the United States.
The United States has refused
to meet with North Korea outside
of the negotiations by the Koreas,
the United States, Japan. China and
Russia. Washington said it would
have bilateral talks with North Korea
only in the context of those six-party
talks.
“President Bushand administration
officials have made our position
on bilateral talks clear,” said
Emily Lawrimore. a White House
spokeswoman. “We will continue to
encourage North Korea to participate
in six-party talks.”
Abe’s Beijing trip, intended to ease
tense relations between the two east
Asian nations, took on added urgency
after North Korea's announcement
last Tuesday that it would conduct a
nuclear test at an unspecified time.
Meanwhile, a former South Korean
lawmaker said North Korea denied
that a nuclear test was imminent,
citing a Chinese diplomat who spoke
to officials from the North on Sunday.
China is North Korea's closest ally.
There had been speculation that a
nuclear test could come Sunday, the
anniversary of North Korean leader
Kim Jong II’s appointment as head of
the Korean Workers’ Party in 1997.
However, former South Korean
lawmaker Jang Sung-min said the
North told China it had not raised
the alert level of its military. He said
he spoke to an unidentified Chinese
diplomat who learned of North
Korea’s stance from Pyongyang
officials Sunday afternoon.
Jang said the North also told

AP Photo I Alin Young joon

Keeping watch A South Korean Army soldier looks through a pair of binoculars at the imjmgak Pavilion, near the Demilitarized Zone of Panmunpm. north of Seoul. South Korea, on Sunday North Korea's

threatened nuclear test moved to the top of the diplomatic agenda Sunday as Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe flew to China to try to coordinate international pressure on Pyongyang to desist

China it may drop plans to test its
first atomic bomb if the United
States holds bilateral talks with
Pyongyang — or accelerate the plans
if the United States moves toward
sanctions or a military attack. The
United States has repeatedly denied
intentions of invading North Korea.
Jang, who spoke in Seoul, is a
former ruling party lawmaker who
currently heads a think tank in Seoul
and has been active in Northeast
Asian affairs.
The Chinese official’s comments
could
not
be
independently
confirmed.
Persuading China and South Korea
to support forceful diplomacy and
potentially tough sanctions against
Pyongyang is seen as crucial. Over
the past three years. Beijing and Seoul
have resisted sanctions and argued
for engagement as the best way to
deal with the isolated regime.
But calls for a harder line have
mounted since North Korea's latest
threat, with jittery nations warning
that a test would unravel regional
security and possibly trigger an arms
race.
The U.N. Security Council issued

a stern statement Friday urging
the North to abandon its nuclear
ambitions and warning of unspecified
consequences.
Japan's Foreign Ministry said it
was prepared to push for punitive
measures at the United Nations if the
North goes ahead with the test.
Japanese ruling party officials
warned of further sanctions if North
Korea conducts a nuclear test. Tokyo
began stepping up trade restrictions
on North Korea in July after it testfired seven missiles, including a longrange rocket, into the waters between
Japan and the Korean Peninsula.
“We
have
already
imposed
financial measures ... but we may
have to go further, like stopping
imports and exports (from North
Korea)'* if it conducts a nuclear test,
said Shoichi Nakagawa. the Liberal
Democratic Party's policy chief, on
public broadcaster NHK.
A midday incursion Saturday by
North Korean troops into the southern
side of the no-man’s-land separating
North and South Korea only stoked
tensions.
South Korean soldiers rattled off 40
warning shots at the five communist

Olbermann attacks President
Bush on MSNBC’s ‘Countdown’
By David Bauder
AP Television Whter

Keith Olbermann’s Upping
point came on a tarmac in Los
Angeles six weeks ago. While
waiting for his plane to take off.
he read an account of Defease
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld's
speech before the American Legion
equating Iraq War opponents to
pre-World War II appeasers
The next night, on Aug. 30.
Olbermann ended his MSNBC
"Countdown" show with a
blistering retort, questioning both
the interpretation of history and
Rumsfeld's very understanding of
what it means to be an American.
It was the first of now five
extraordinarily harsh anti-Bush
commentaries that have made
Olb-rmann the latest media pointpen m in the nation's political
divide.
1 As a critic of the administration.
I will be damned if you can get
away with calling me the equivalent
of a Nazi appeaser.” Olbermann
told The Associated Press. “No
one has the right to say that about
any free-speaking American in this
country."
Since that first commentary.
Olbermann's nighdy audience has
increased 69 percent, according to
Nielsen Media Research. This past
Monday 834,000 people tuned in.
virtually double his season average
and more than CNN competitors
Paula Zahn and Nancy Grace.
Cable kingpin and Olbermann
nemesis Bill O'Reilly, coming
in with two million viewers that
night, stands in his way
Olbermann
stood
before
Ground Zero on Sept. 11 and said

Bash’s conduct before the Iraq war
was an impeachable offense.
"Not once, in now five years,
has this president ever offered
to assume responsibility for the
failures that led to this empty space
and to this, the current and curdled
version of our beloved country."
he said.
His latest verbal attack, this past
Thursday, criticized the president's
campaign attacks on Democrats.
"Why have you chosen to go
down in history as the president
who made things up ’" he asked.
Olbermann has become a hem
to Bush opponents, who distribute
video files and transcripts of his
commentaries One poster on the
Daily Kos. who has been trying to
spread its own four-year boycott of
cable news, wondered: "Is it time
to modify the boycott to alkiw for
Keith's show ‘Countdown* — and
only his show?'
On the right, he is known as
Krazy Keith and OlbyLoon. and
the Olhermannwaich com Web site
is devoted to picking at his words
"Look in the mimir. Keith."
an Olbermann watch com blogger
wrote “You have become that
which you claim to despise — a
demagogue
Olbermann has never been a
Bush fan. He has gone on crusades
before, pounding on alleged voting
irregularities in Ohio in 2004 when
the story went dry elsewhere
He has also waged war against
O'Reilly None of these match his
moat recent campaign for ferocity
Liberal activist Jeff Cohen Is
thrilled for Olbermann \ success,
but admits that it is bittersweet
Cohen, a producer for Ptul
Donahue's failed talk show, said

less than four years ago. Donahue s
show imploded primarily because
MSNBC and its corporate owners
were afraid to have a show seen as
liberal or anti-Bush at a time those
opinions were less popular
In his new book "Cable News
Confidential: My Misadventures in
Corporate Media." Cohen alleges
that NBC News forced Donahue
to book more conservatives than
liberals and eventually wanted one
of the nation's best-known liberal
media figures to imitate O'Reilly.
While a different political
atmosphere has helped Olbermann.
NBC News senior vice president
Phil Griffin disputed Cohen’s
interpretation that politics doomed
Donahue

troops who crossed the center line of
the Demilitarized Zone.
It was unclear whether the North
Korean advance was intended as
a provocation or an attempt to go
fishing at a nearby stream, an official
at South Korea's Joint Chiefs of Staff
said on condition of anonymity, citing
official policy. No one was hurt, and
the North Koreans retreated.
While such border skirmishes are
not unheard of, they are relatively
rare. Saturday's incursion was only
the second this year, the official
said.
North Korea said Tuesday it
decided to act in the face of what it
claimed was "the U.S. extreme threat
of a nuclear war.”
Talks between Abe and Chinese
leaders also focused on mending
diplomatic ties.
China canceled previous meetings
to protest former Japanese Prime
Minister Junichiro Koizumi’k visits to
a Tokyo war shrine seen as a symbol
of Japan's imperialist past. A handful
of war criminals are worshipped
in the shrine along with the rest of
Japan's fallen soldiers.

AP Photo l Itiuo Inouy?

Expressing concerns: Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe speaks to the media during a press
conference after meeting with Chinese leaders
in Beijing on Sunday China welcomed Abe for
the two Asian giants' first summit m five years,
saying Sunday was a turning point m relations
clouded by anger over official visits to a Tokyo
war shrine and flaring territorial disputes
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Volleyball
continued from page 81

play after pulling off the upset
The Chargers run their overall
record to 21-0 and will certainly
rise in the national rankings.
The fans gathered in GVSU’s
Fieldhouse Arena were in shock
as Hillsdale dominated the first
two games of the match The
Lakers fought back in game

Football
continued from page 81
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Dealing with dismissal Teacher Sydney McGee looks out the window of her lawyers office m downtown Dallas on Tuesday

McGee, who taught elementary school m a sprawling and retail-bloated Dallas suburb, has drawn national sympathy and
disbelief since claiming she was let go last month because parents complained that their child saw a piece of nude artwork
during a field trip to the Dallas Museum of Art

Art teacher fired after
complaints of nude
art on class field trip
By Paul J. Weber
Associated Press Writer
Like the artwork that teacher
Sydney McGee insists she was
fired for letting her students study,
her former school says there is
more to her dismissal than first
glimpse.
McGee, who taught elementary
school in this spraw ling and retailbloated Dallas suburb, has drawn
national sympathy and disbelief
since claiming she was let go last
month because parents complained
that their child saw a nude piece
during a field trip to the Dallas
Museum of Art.
Eighty-nine of McGee's fifthgraders toured the museum during
the April trip, which McGee
concedes likely included nudes but
was arranged as a chance to see
Picassos and Piet Mondrians.
“It’s not a place of pornography,
it's art," said McGee, 51, who has
taught for 28 years and lists Oxford
University among her graduate
studies.
Her
dismissal
resurfaced
familiar stereotypes of Texas
conservatism run amok and
the intemperate prudishness of
suburban life. In the words of one
parent walking her child last week
to Fisher Elementary School.
McGee’s former campus buffered
by newly bricked McMansions and
neatly manicured lawns, the story

typifies “over-the-top America for
you.”
The Frisco School Board
suspended McGee, with pay. for
the remainder of the schcxil year
on Sept. 22. and the superintendent
has said he will recommend that
her contract not be renewed.
District officials have vigilantly
maintained the decision stemmed
from separate personnel issues and
not one child’s exposure to a nude
artwork, which has never been
identified
But as public attention has
intensified, Frisco school officials
are trying to fight back in a back
and-fotth
that
administrators
said puts them in “an extreme
disadvantage ... due to issues of
employee privacy and ethical
considerations"
On the home page of the school
district's Web site last week,
administrators posted that “we
have tned very hard to take the
high mad" and stated they sought
permission from McGee to make
her personnel files public. In a
memo to McGee dated almost three
weeks after the field tnp. Fisher
principal Nancy Lawson lists
performance concerns including
not updating lesson plans and
wearing flip-flops to work.
McGee 's attorney. Rogge Dunn,
said he will approve the disekisure
if the district superintendent and
McGee’s former principal also

disclose their personnel files.
Dunn also downplayed this
week’s revelation that McGee
accepted a buyout of nearly
$8,300 at her last teaching positing
in nearby McKinney, which was
made public through an open
records request first obtained by
The Dallas Morning News. The
documents do not reveal the reason
behind the buyout but contain
letters from parents complaining
about
McGee’s performance,
including requests for their children
to be transferred to other classes.
Dunn, who is still reviewing
what legal challenges McGee
might have, said complaints could
be found agaiast any person if a
career history is scrutinized.
"That doesn’t mean you’re bad
at your job.” Dunn said. "This
doesn’t change anything.’’
McGee said she arranged the
field trip at the encouragement of
Lawson and toured the museum
twice before taking her students.
After originally picking a Mayan
exhibit for her class to study.
McGee said she ultimately settled
on contemporary art after deciding
that the virgin sacrifices and
bloodletting nfe in Mayan art was
too "esoteric" for her class.
"We have a kn of sporting
things in Frisco, with the soccer
and the baseball." McGee said.
“But not a lot of those kids go to
the museum."

GOP lawmakers defend Hastert,
acknowledge leaders' mistakes
By Hope Yen
Associated Press Writer
Rank-and-file Republicans on
Sunday sought to mount a public
defease of Speaker Dennis Hasten
over the page sex scandal that
threateas their congressional control
one month before the elections
But a House GOP leader
under fire for his handling of the
scandal involving former Rep.
Mark Riley canceled a national
broadcast appearance, and one
Republican lawmaker said those
who participated in a cover-up
would have to resign
"Anybody that hindered this
in any kind of way. tned to step in
the way of hiding this, covering it
up. is going to have to step down.
Whoever that is.” said Rep Tom
Daves. R-Va.
The House ethics committee
is investigating the matter If it
finds evidence of a cover-up. the
punishment could range from a
mild rebuke in a committee rcpiwt
to a House vote of censure or
expulsion.
Rep Thomas Reynolds, who
heads the House Republicans’ reelection effort, would have been
the chamber's lop GOP official on
the Sunday talk shows. Booked
weeks ago for ABC’s “This Week.
he confirmed his appearance on
Wednesday By Saturday, his office
canceled without explanation and
arranged for a substitute guetf. Rep
Adam Putnam. R-FUl. a network
spokeswoman said

A Reynolds spokesman said the
New York congressman had flu-like
symptoms. Reynolds, whose district
cover* an economically distressed
stretch of New York between the
suburbs of Buftak) and Rochester,
is now trailing his Democratic
opponent. Jack Davis, by a 48-33
percent margin, according to a poll
conducted by Zogby International
for The Buftak) News.
Reynolds has been criticized by
Democrats who say he did too little
to protect a page from Foley, the
Florida Republican who resigned
Sept. 29 after the disckisuic of
his sexually explicit electronic
messages to teenage former male
pages The scandal has ignited w hat
has become a political firestorm
before the Nov. 7 elections, with
the Republican majority in the
House and Senate in jeopardy
Putnam, who heads
the
Republican Policy Committee,
sought to make the case that
Hasten’s office “acted proactively,
they acted aggressively and within
hours of the explicit e-mails coming
to light, they demanded Foley's
resignation ”
The dirty laundry in our
conference is gone." he added.
Hasten. R-Dl.. last week
accepted responsibility but resisted
pressure to resign over his handling
of the scandal
“I think he’s done what he should
have done, maybe a few days loo
late." said Rep Ray LaHood. R Ill
Acknowledging mistakes by
GOP leader*, he said. There’s

been a kit of duckin' and dodgin’
and diving and weaving all week
king."
Putnam msisted that Democrats
w ill not be able to pick up the 15
seats on Election Day they need
to take control of the 435-member
House l .aHood was less certain
"Thus is going to be the most
difficult 30 days in the last 12 years
that we’ve been the majority party."
LaHood said.
Putnam said voter* are moie
fix-used on an improving economy
as well as Iraq and the fight against
terrorism, although the page scandal
will have an effect.
“It certainly has put members all
across the country in the petition of
having to answer uncomfortable
questions about tawdry deeds by a
former colleague." he said.
With the scandal drawing so
much attention. Davis said “there’s
no oxygen” for issues that are
important to people, and that is
hurting Republicans He called 30
days an eternity in politics but that
“il’i a tough lift nght now.... There
are » many races in the margins "
Almost half of Americans
surveyed in a recent Associated
Press-Ipsos poll said recent
duckisures of corruption and
scandal will be extremely or very
important to their vole.
Abo. more than half of those
surveyed m a Newsweek poll
released this weekend believe
Hastert tned to cover up news of
Foley’s messages to the teenage
oases
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receiver,
rushed
for
a
touchdown of 66 yards.
Morrison finished with 113
rushing yards, leading the team.
GVSU’s
previous
school
record for most offensive yards
in a first half was 373 yards. The
GVSU Lakers surpassed that
record with 416 first half offensive
yards against Mercy hurst. The
Lakers rushed for 273 yards and
passed for 295.
“It’s great.’’ Finncrty said.
"We’re always looking for that
balanced attack. I guess we were
fortunate enough to do it in the
first half."
GVSU finished the night with
568 total offensive yards.
In the second half. GVSU
flexed its depth by bnnging the
second-string players onto the
field to grind out the rest of the
game
Morrison tacked on his second
touchdown of the game with a 51 yard scamper at the beginning of
the third quarter. His touchdown
was the final scoring effort for
GVSU. Mercyhurst answered
back in the third with a one-yard
touchdown scurry by running
back Ben Jennings, as well as a
rushing touchdown in the fourth.
The win keeps GVSU in a tie
for first place in the GLIAC with
No. lONorthwoodUniversity.The
Lakers have a conference record

three, but the Chargers took
control with service points and
pulled away.
“We clearly didn't play like
the best team in the country
today.** Scanlon said. “We needed
someone to step up today, and it
did not happen "
The Lakers will not hit the
court for competition again until
this weekend. They will travel
to North wood University Friday

and play Saginaw Valley State
University on Saturday These
will be the last two remaining
road games for the Lakers.
On the weekend of Oct. 19.
Lake Superior State. Michigan
Technological and Northern
Michigan universities will come
to Allendale before GVSU’s
finale against Ferns State
University on Oct. 27.

of 5-0. and the Timberwolves are
still perfect with a record of 6-0.
Next week, the Lakers will take
on the University of Indianapolis

on the road
"We have to keep fighting.**
Chuck Martin said. “We have to
try to fight complacency ”
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Need a quiet
place to study?

Wilderness
Expressions
•/Bwcflfa,
363 Cummings NW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49534
(616) 791-8660

10% Off for Students
Gourmet Coffee. Espresso. Latte's
Frozen Dnnks
Free Wireless Connection
Fresh Baked Goods
Quiet, Relaxing Lodge Atmosphere

50£ Off
any drink

tr

Offer ai|

12/31
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Off lake Michigan Drive Behind the Pennzoil Station_____________________

for
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Hillcrest
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housing?

Country Place
\ l> ,\ U t ' M T

NOW LEASING
I

In

S f V

9 & 12 Month Leases Available
$100 bonus check to any current
tenants who re-sign by Nov 3rd!

«*%s££2m

Now offering
Cable and Internet
for 2007/2008!

Stop t>y our offic,^ or c-all
vC (or mores information.

Check out our new Web sites:
10485 48th Avenue, Suite A
(616) 895-6060

www.CountryPlaceApartments.com
www.Hillcrcstlownhouses.com

ODDS & ENDS

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Strange, but true
PATTAYA. Thailand (AP)
— A Thai snake charmer kiased 19
highly poisonous king cobras in an
attempt to set a world record.
One by one. the cobras were
released Saturday onto a stage set
up in this Thai beach resort town,
as the snake charmer. Khum
Chaibuddee. kissed each one and
then moved onto the next.
Security was tight, with four
additional snake charmers flanking
the stage at each comer and a medical
team waiting on the sidelines with
serum in case one of the snakes
snapped, according to a statement
from Thailand’s Ripley's Believe It
or Not Museum in Pattaya. which
organized the event.
The
museum's
manager,
Sompum
Naksuetrong,
said
Ripley's planned to submit the
attempt to the Guinness Book
of World Recurds to overtake a
previous record set in 1999 when
an American kissed 11 venomous
snakes.
Khum. a part-time snake
charmer for mure than 12 years,
urged children and onlookers not to
try the feat.
“I, myself, have been bitten
several times by snakes." he said
in a statement. “Always bear in
mind the old story about the snake
charmer who died (from being)
bitten by snakes ”

HAMILTON. Bermuda (AP)
— A cabbie who gives rides and
sells marijuana?
That's the story an American
tourist peddled to a Bermuda judge,
who fined him $ 1,500 on Friday for
carrying the drug into the British
Atlantic territory
Anthony Powe, of Fresno.
Calif., pleaded guilty to importing
marijuana into Bermuda. Less than
two grams of the drug was found
on him by narcotics officers at the
island’s airport after he arrived
Thursday on a flight from New
York
Prosecutor Nicole Smith said
Powe. 40. told authorities he
obtained the drugs in California
from a cab driver who gave the
marijuana to him after asking if he
smoked pot Powe said he did not
realize he had the drugs with him
when he traveled to Bermuda.
"That’s what I call service. You
hire a cab and you get pot and
rolling paper.” Senior Magistrate
Archibald Warner said. "Bermuda’s
got a lot to learn from California in
regard to service!”
Warner asked him: “And you
stick by that story?”
Powe replied, laughing. “Yes. I
do.”

They are Espn Malachi McCall
in Pampa. Texas; Espn Cunel in
Corpus Christi. Texas; and Espn
Blooded in Michigan.
“We were the talk of the
huspital." Rusty Real said. “The
nurses kept asking my wife if she
was really going to let ha husband
name him ESPN. She said. ‘Oh,
yes.’”

spokesman Sean Greenwood.
Callista and the other four
finalists won ice cream for a year,
in addition to the tnp to Vermont
She also won an ice cream party
for ha family and friends. Ben &
Jerry's will create enough Puttin on
the Ritz fur the party, but there are
no plans to put the new flavor in
production. Greenwood said.

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) Chocolate-covered Ritz crackers,
gooey caramel and vanilla ice
cream — it doesn't get much better
than that, judges ruled at an ice
cream contest.
Judges said Tasha Callister's
entry. Puttin on the Ritz, tasted great
and had a clever name. The flavor
got tup prize in the national Ben
and JeiTy's Do Us a Flavor Contest
in Waterbury. Vt, on Thursday.
But the combo initially had
people thinking it was a bit gross,
Calhster said.
"People were asking me if I
was pregnant. They said it sounded
like something a pregnant lady
would put together,” Calhster.
of Jacksonville, told The Florida
Times-Union.
Calhster actually got the recipe
from ha grandmother, who would
melt caramel ova a camp fire and
squish it between two crackers
before covering it with chocolate.
The contest drew mure than
40.000 entries, said Ben & Jerry's

KUALA LUMPUR. Malaysia
(AP) — Malaysia plans to levy
fines for incorrect use of its
national language and will set up
a specialized division to weed out
offenders who nux Malay with
English.
Culture, Arts and Heritage
Muusta Rais Yatim said tines of up
to $271 can be imposed on displays
with any wmng or mutated farm of
Malay, the Star newspaper reported
Thursday.
Fines will be imposed after a first
warning, according to a report in the
national news agency Bemama.
Most Malaysians speak Malay,
also known as Bahasa Malaysia.
English is widely spoken but
a mutated form, known as
"Manglish” — a mishmash of
English. Malay and otha local
dialects — is commonly used in the
Southeast Asian nation.
Critics have said Malaysia's
decision to sideline English in
favor of Malay is hurting its global
competitiveness.

BILOXI, Miss. (AP) - Leann
Real promised her husband, an avid
sports fan. that if they ever had a
son he'd get to pick the name.
ESPN Montana Real was
bom this week at Biloxi Regional
Medical Center.
Rusty Real.of D’Iberville.chose
ESPN (pronounced Espen) after the
sports network and Montana after
football legend Joe Montana.
Baby ESPN isn't alone.
Three others were cited in a 2005
report on tivocommunity.com about
the network’s 25th anniversary

Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Astringent
5 Flop
8 Pari of
TW1MC
12 Bean curd
13 Part of “to
be”
14 Atmosphere
15 Reed instru
ment
16 Snitch
18 Cohabitant,
to the
Census
Bureau
20 Large flatfish
21 Costello and
Brock
23 Comm,
device
24 Endless
28 Tidy
31 Goddess
(Lat.)
32 Appomattox
victor
34 Round Table
address
35 Possesses
37 Foot soldiers
39 Prompt
41 Nitwit
42 Woodrow
Wilson's
“Fourteen
45 Room to
maneuver
49 Swollen, in a
way
51 Old fogy
52 Seamstress's
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Harding
case
53 Candle count 9 Least likely to
boast
54 Take a
gander
10 Sandwich
cookie
55 Foolish one
11 Shopping
56 Scepter
venue
57 Differently
17 Formerly
stylish
DOWN
19 Protracted
1 Resting on
2 Timber wolf 22 Be upright
3 Extraterrestrial 24 Altar
affirmative
spacecraft
4 Swiss cereal 25 Fresh
5 Rum cocktail 26 Imaginary
27 Surrounded
6 Grecian
with a cover
vessel
29 Melody
7 Adroit
30 Attempt
8 President

M
54
57
33 Measunng
strip
36 Out of the
shade
38 Item in 52Across
40 Greek vowel
42 The - Piper
of Hamelin"
43 Aware of
44 Luminary
46 Sweater
matenal
47 Commotions
48 Draft
animals'
frame
50 Id
counterpart
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Find answers on B5

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * *
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
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ALLENDALE CAMPUS
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DOWNTOWN CAMPUS
Wednesday, October 18, 2006
DeVos Building C
11 am-4pm
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Allendale (East) 895-9045
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Hudsonville 662-3907
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MARKETPLACE
Gotten in trouble with the law?
Pleaee call Dan Berchiattl
616-895-7300, the Criminal De
fense Attorney In Allendale. He
will help you with MIP’s, Drug
Charges, and all other misde
meanors and felonies

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Located in the heart of down
town Grand Rapids on the sec
ond floor of the B O B Every
Sunday night is GVSU college
night. There are discounts on
food and drinks every Sunday.
Also includes free pool. Call for
directions or further questions
616-356-2000
Don’t let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian s is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 9:30
pm-12midnight, Fairtanes hosts
College Night. 3 games plus
shoes for just $6.00! Also, there
are many drink and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night out! 3335 Fairlanes Ave.,
Grandville. 616-534-6038
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 28
WORDS OR LESS. SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS” UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331 -2460.

Need a pizza for a great price?
La Pazzo's give students a
great discount. Come visit our
restaurant across from Meijer
on Wilson Avenue in Standale.
Give us a call for information
about
specials
at
(616)
791-4300

Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
In
Commons.
42nd/Pierce. Rec Center, Kirkhof Center, Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790

HOUSING
64th Street Apartments. FREE
Internet. Cable and Central Air!
Washer & Dryer In each unit. 4
Bedrooms. 2 Bath. Close to
GVSU. 10 to 12 month leases
available. $900/month 3 people
max. Can 616-957-5680
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
snd Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 618-895-6678

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
SERVICES
Looking to go tanning but want
to stay close to campus? For
ever Sun is closest to you with
two locations right in Allendale.
We give discounts to GVSU stu
dents and run weekly specials.
Please call us with any further
questions at 616-895-9045

Copper Beech is s great place
to live and is so close to the Al
lendale campus. We have ex
tremely spacious units and are
leasing for 2007-2008 Stop In
or caH us at (616) 895-2900
Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom.
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electric. Optional den
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo
miniums O 816-457-3714
Country Place Apartments and
Hlllcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060 It's
only a bus ride away!

WANTED
BIRTHDAYS
CONGRATULATIONS
EMPLOYMENT
Mystery Shoppers Earn up to
$150 per day. Exp. not required,
Undercover shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining estab
lishments Call 800-722-4791
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

MJ 4

3 bedroom apartment. 3 blocks
from downtown campus. Re
modeled. al new, washer/dryer
hook-up. Off street parking.
$75G/month Call 561-3393

FOR SALE

There's a real farm close to you!
Located right off of M-45 Motman's slwsys has fresh home
grown produce and is open
Monday-Saturday from 8 a.m.-7
p.m. All Grand Valley students
receive s 10% discount off a
purchase of $5.00 or more. Call
with questions 616-677-1525
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HOUSING

OPPORTUNITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Gr*nd Valley Unthorn
Monday, October 9, 2006

Looking for a quiet place to live
close to campus but still have
your own yard? Allendale
Meadows and Knollwood Es
tates are perfect! We have
manufactured homes with 3
bedrooms and 2 bathrooms, all
kitchen
appliances,
washer/dryer, pet friendly and
has central air. All these bene
fits and starting at only $699.00
per month. Call 868-299-3661
for more details

CONNECT TO WINI
* Take our DtningSlyles survey
* Tell us how Dining Services moots your needs
* Enter to win An iPod nano or an iT unes gilt card

GRAND PRIZE
iPod nano
FIRST PRIZE
$50 • Tunet gift card

INTERNSHIPS

SECOND PRIZF
$25iTunvv giftcard

P
Job, Internships, & friendships.
Join the team that produces the
Grand Valley Lanthorn and
lanthorn.com!

LOST & FOUND
Lost something? Found some
thing? Get the word out. Go to
lanthom.com and click
‘classifieds’

MISCELLANEOUS

Phi Sigma Sigma
is Grand Valley’s newest sorority!

Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line. 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com
House for 8ale $112,000. Min
utes from downtown, GVSU.
parks, shopping, 3 bedrooms.
1.5 baths. 2 car garage, private
fenced yard. Central air. newer
appliances
Wood
floors
throughout. Basement ready to
be finished for extra rooms.
1142 Veto NW. CaH 634-6552

We’re looking lor you and women like you to become
founding members of something spectacular a new Phi Sigma Sigma sorority chapter!

Join us at an information session:
Wednesday, October 11 • 7:(X)pm
Kirkhof Center

Perc Marquette

Thursday. October 12 • 3:00pm
Kirkhof Center - Pere Marquette

(Mill! 7W-I224 • gi tuVfthiugmtniiima org • i*hiMgma%ignui.nrg • m\ti*icf.iom~GVSU

-The Original, Most Popular-

COLLEGE NIGHT
Wadnasdays, 9:30PM-Midnight
Glow-in-tha-Dark Bowling

»

PRESENTS... XXX STAR

3 Games of Bowling

TERA PATRICK

&Shoe Rental Only

Mon. Tue, Wed
@ Midnight
Inter taimnant

16oi Drafts

Supatfc Sound Syttwm

Thr-Sat
3 of Wicked** Hotteet Adult
Star*! Julia Ann, Carmen Hart
A Jessica Drake/

^odspac*1*

Show 9 10pm, Midnight A 2amI

Gr««**u4U

Ravin* ft Douele*
KALAMAZOO (289) 344-S104

You r
Ad
|—I e re

ADVERTISING
FLEXIBLE HOURS. ORE AT EXPERIENCE

THIS IS A PAID POSITION
GRAND VALLT LANTHORN
100 COMMONS

<

tarting at $250 per

Some units include

Walk out townhouses with patio
Washers ft, Dryers in every unit
Less tfvn 2 miles from campus

all utilities
DSL available in ALL unitsl
Visit us on the web

GVTownhouses.com

s

Call 895-4001

4
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Grand Valley Lanthorn

Families of Grand Valley State University students

visited the Allendale Campus for the annual Family
Weekend. The weekend's events included a 5K run/
walk, a pancake breakfast served by university and
organization presidents, face painting and vanous

crafts. Family Weekend coincided with several
athletic games, all of which families were invited to
attend. Festivities were designed to suit visitors of
all ages.
Photos by Nicole Bernier
Design by Kayiee Cornfield
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